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"
t,This book had its immediate origin in two successiverequests.

~, In the autumn of 1?80, Thierry. ~aqu.ot in~ited me to write a
'r;c, 'short book for a senes he was editing m Pans. He suggested as
fmy topic 'Capitalism'. I replied that I was, in principle, will
k ,ing to do it, but that I wished my topic to be 'Historical
.f~Capitalism'.

I felt that much had been written about capitalism by Marx
, ists and others on the political left, but that most of these
f books suffered from one of two faults. One variety were basic
');:'ally logico-deductive analyses, starting from definitions of
;, :what capitalism was thought to be in essence, and then seeing
'thow far it had developed in various places and times. A second

variety concentrated on presumed major transformations of
r. the capitalist system as of some recent point in time, in which
;: the whole earlier point of time served as a mythologized foil
t. against which to treat the empirical reality of the present.

What seemed urgent to me, a task to which in a sense the
whole corpus of my recent work has been addressed, was to
see capitalism as a historical system, over the whole of its
history and in concrete unique reality. I, therefore, set myself
the task of describing this reality, of delineating precisely what
was always changing and what had not changed at all (such
~hat we could denote the entire reality under one name).
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I believe, like many others, that this reality is an integrated
whole. But many who assert this view argue it in the form of
an attack on others for their alleged 'economism' or their
cultural 'idealism' or their over-emphasis on political, 'volun
taristic' factors. Such critiques, almost by their nature, tend to
fall by rebound into the sin opposite to the one they are at
tacking. I have therefore tried to present quite straight
forwardly the overall integrated reality, treating successively
its expression in the economic, political, and cultural-ideo
logical arenas.

Shortly after I agreed in principle to do this book, I received
an invitation from the Department of Political Science at the
University of Hawaii to give a series of lectures. I seized the
opportunity to write this book as those lectures, given in the
spring of 1982. The first version of the first three chapters was
presented in Hawaii, and I am grateful to my lively audience
for their many comments and criticisms which enabled me to
improve the presentation considerably.

One improvement I made was to add the fourth chapter. I
realized in the course of the lectures that one problem of
exposition persisted: the enormous subterranean strength of
the faith in inevitable progress. I realiz'ed too that this faith
vitiated our understanding of the real historical alter
natives before us. I, therefore, decided to address the question
directly.

Finally, let me say a word about Karl Marx. He was a
monumental figure in modern intellectual and political
history. He has bequeathed us a great legacy which is concep
tually rich and morally inspiring. When he said, however,
that he was not a Marxist, we should take him seriously and
not shrug this aside as a bon mot.
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He knew, as many of his self-proclaimed disciples often do
not, that he was a man of the nineteenth century, whose vi
sion was inevitably circumscribed by that social reality. He
knew, as many do not, that a theoretical formulation is only
understandable and usable in relation to the alternative for
mulation it is explicitly or implicitly attacking; and that it is
entirely irrelevant vis-a-vis formulations about other problems
based on other premisses. He knew, as many do not, that
there was a tension in the presentation of his work between
the exposition of capitalism as a perfected system (which had
never in fact existed historically) and the analysis of the con
crete day-to-day reality of the capitalist world.

Let us, therefore, use his writings in the only sensible

. way-that of a comrade in the struggle who knew as much as
he knew.
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The Commodification of
Everything:

Production of Capital



Capitalism is first and foremost a historical social system. To
understand its origins, its workings, or its current prospects,

"we have to look at its existing reality. We may of course at

tempt to summarize that reality in a set of abstract statements,
but it would be foolish to use such abstractions to judge and

classify the reality. I propose therefore instead to try to des
cribe what capitalism has actually been like in practice, how it
has functioned as a system, why it has developed in the ways it
has, and where it is presently heading.

The word capitalism is derived from capital. It would be
:' legitimate therefore to presume that capital is a key element in

capitalism. But what is capital? In one usage, it is merely ac
cumulated wealth. But when used in the context of historical

capitalism it has a more specific definition. It is not just the
stock of consumable goods, machinery, or authorized claims
to material things in the form of money. Capital in historical
capitalism does of course continue to refer to those accumula
tions of the efforts of past labour which have not yet been ex
pended; but if this were alII'then all historical systems back to
those of Neanderthal man could be said to have been capitalist,

since they all had some such accumulated stocks that incar
nated past labour.

What distinguishes the historical social system we are call- \
. ing historical capitalism is that in this historical system capital
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came to be used (invested) in a very special way. It came to be
used with the primary objective or intent of self-expansion. In
this system, past accumulations were 'capital' only to the ex-

'--tend they were used to accumulate more of the same. The pro
cess was no doubt complex, even sinuous, as we shall see. But
it was this relentless and curiously self-regarding goal of the
holder of capital, the accumulation of still more capital, and
the relations this holder of capital had therefore to establish
with other persons in order to achieve this goal, which we
denominate as capitalist. To be sure, this object was not ex-~
elusive. Other considerations intruded upon the production
process. Still, the question is. in ra5e of-conflict. whicb_~Q.~.:
~atio~~~~.I1~e~t.9_P!~:i_iJ? Whe~er. over time, it wasJ.he
a~~_9f£;tpi_t.al th~t reg\!I:iJlyJ()olcPIi()ri!y"QyeL~h~x:.-

J n~hJektives, WP ar~justi.£ed in sa}':in,g~~are ob~
\.t1:~_~,!£iJ~l~ill~em in operation.,

An individual or a group of individuals might of course
decide at any time that they would like to invest capital with
the objective of acquiring still more capital. But, before a cel:

, t,m..mQm~lH-in-,his.t9.Ii.e!JiIJ]~,it ~a~ney~r 1>~eneasyfor such
indivi?,!a!~,"tg..Qg_1h~~~~S£_~.s..~ful!y.In previous systems, the
long and complex process of the accumulation of capital was
almost always blocked at one or another point, even in those
cases where its initial condition-the ownership, or amal
gamation, of a stock of previously unconsumed goods in the
hands of a few-existed. Our putative capitalist always needed

r to obtain the use of labour, which meant there had to be per
sons who could be lured or compelled to do such work. Once
workers were obtained and goods produced, these goods had
to be marketed in some way, which meant there had to be
both a system of distribution and a group of buyers with the
wherewithal to purchase the goods. The goods had to be sold
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t at a price that was greater than the total costs (as of the point
:;of sale) incurred by the seller, and, furthermore, this margin
''':.of difference had to be more than the seller needed for his own
{ subsistence. There had, in our modern language, to be a pro-
~~fit. The owner of the profit then had to be able to retain it un-
i: .til a reasonable opportunity occurred to invest it, whereupon
t,the whole process had to renew itself at the point of produc- ,./
1\ tion.
;. In fact, before modern times, this chain of processes

., (sometimes called the circuit of capital) was seldom com
~;'pleted. For one thing, many of the links in the chain were
>tonsidered, in previous historical social systems, to be irra-
.~.tional and/or immoral by the holders of political and moral
:,authority. But even in the absence of direct interference by
:.;those who had the power to interfere, the process was usually
~ aborted by the non-availability of one or more elements of the
: process-the accumulated stock in a money form, the labour
.,'power to be utilized by the producer, the network of dis-
~'tributors, the consumers who were purchasers.
; One or more elements were missing because, in previous "\
(historical social systems, one or more of these elements was
'~;not 'commodified' or was insufficiently 'commodified'. What
~this means is that the process was not considered one that
; could or should be transacted through a 'market'. Historical
~'capitalism involved therefore the widespread commodification
;'.'of processes-not merely exchange processes, but production
: processes, distribution processes, and investment proi cesses-that had previously been conducted other than via a ..
;; 'market'. And, in the course of seeking to accumulate more
f~and more capital, capitalists have sought to commodify more
t ,and more of these social processes in all spheres of economic
.~life. Since capitalism is a self-regarding process, it follows that
~
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no social transaction has been intrinsically exempt from possi
ble inclusion. That is why we may say that the historical deve
lopment of capitalism has involved the thrust towards the
commodification of everything .

Nor has it been enough to commodify the social processes.
Production processes were linked to one another in complex
commodity chains. For example, consider a typical product
that has been widely produced and sold throughout the
historical experience of capitalism, an item of clothing. To
produce an item of clothing, one typically needs at the very
least cloth, thread, some kind of machinery, and labour
power. But each of these items in turn has to be produced.
And the items that go into their production in turn have also
to be produced. It was not inevitable-it was not even com
mon-that every subprocess in this commodity chain was
commodified. Indeed, as we shall see, profit is often greater
when not all links in the chain are in fact commodified. What

is clear is that, in such a chain, there is a very large and dispers
ed set of workers who are receiving some sort of remuneration
which registers on the balance-sheet as costs. There is also a far
smaller, but also usually dispersed, set of persons (who are fur
thermore usually not united as economic partners but operate
as distinct economic entities), who share in someway in the
ultimate margin that exists in the commodity chain between
the total costs of production of the chain and the total income
realized by the disposal of the final product.

Once there were such commodity chains linking multiple
production processes, it is clear that the rate of accumulation
for all the 'capitalists' put together became a function of how
wide a margin could be created, in a situation where this mar
gin could fluctuate considerably. The rate of accumulation for

~ particular capitalists, however, was a function of a process of
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'competition', with higher rewards going to those who had
greater perspicacity of judgement, greater ability to control

, their work-force, and greater access to politically-decided con
...' 'straints on particular market operations (known generically as

'monopolies') .
This created a first elementary contradiction in the system.

. While the interest of all capitalists, taken as a class, seemed to

~.be to reduce all costs of production, these reductions in fact
, frequently favoured particular capit~lists against others, and
" some therefore preferred to increase~ their share of a smaller
~.global margin rather than accept a smaller share of a larger
" global margin. Futhermore, there was a second fundamental "
,contradiction in the system. As more and more capital was ac-.J.

r cumulated, more and more processes commodified, and more
t and more commodities produced, one of the key requirements

to maintain the flow was that there be more and more pur
'chasers. However, at the same time, efforts to reduce the costs
of production often reduced the flow and distribution of
money, and thus inhibited the steady expansion of purchasers,
needed to complete the process of accumulation. On the other

" hand, redistributions of global profit in ways that could have
rexpanded the network of purchasers often reduced the global
, margin of profit. Hence individual entrepreneurs found them
.,;"selvespushing in one direction for their own enterprises (for
,,:>example,by reducing their own labour costs), while simulta
': neously pushing (as members of a collective class) to increase
.' the overall network of purchasers (which inevitably involved,

for some producers at least, an increase in labour costs).
. The economics of capitalism has thus been governed by the
,: rational intent to maximize accumulation. But what was ra-~
:,'tional for the entrepreneurs was not necessarily rational for the
" workers. And even more important, what was rational for all
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entrepreneurs as a collective group was not necessarily rational
for any given entrepreneur. It is therefore not enough to say
that everyone was pursuing their own interests. Each person's
own interests often pushed them, quite 'rationally', to engage
in contradictory activities. The calculation of real long-term
interest thereby became exceedingly complex, even if we ig
nore, at present, the degree to which everyone's perceptions
of their own interests was clouded over and distorted by com
plex ideological veils. For the moment, I provisionally assume
that historical capitalism did in fact breed a homo economicus,

but I am adding that he was almost inevitably a bit confused.
This is however one 'objective' constraint which limited

the confusion. If a given individual constantly made errors in
economic judgement, whether because of ignorance, fatuity,
or ideological prejudice, this individual (firm) tended not to
survive in the market. Bankruptcy has been the harsh cleans
ing fluid of the capitalist system, constantly forcing all eco
nomic actors to keep more or less to the well-trodden rut,
pressuring them to act in such a way that collectively there has
been even further accumulation of capital.

Historical capitalism, is, thus, that concrete, time-bounded,
space-bounded integrated locus of productive activities within
which the endless accumulation of capital has been the eco
nomic objective or 'law' that has governed or prevailed in fun
damental economic activity. It is that social system in which
those who have operated by such rules have had such great im
pact on the whole as to create conditions wherein the others
have been forced to conform to the patterns or to suffer the
consequences. It is that social system in which the scope of
these rules (the law of value) has grown ever wider, the en
forcers of these rules ever more intransigent, the penetration
of these rules into the social fabric ever greater, even while
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social opposition to these rules has grown ever louder and
more organized.

, Using this description of what one means by historical
Lcapitalism, each of us can determine to which concrete, time
. bounded, space-bounded integrated locus this refers. My own
; view is that the genesis of this historical system is located in v
.~late-fifteenth-century Europe, that the system expanded in
,:.space over time to cover the entire globe by the late nineteenth
: century, and that it still today covers the entire globe. I realize
~.that such a cursory delineation of the time-space boundaries
;.evokes doubts in many minds. These doubts are however of

S two different kinds. First, empirical doubts. Was Russia in-
\ side or outside the European world-economy in the sixteenth
·.century? Exactly when was the Ottoman Empire incorporated
. into the capitalist world-system? Can we consider a given in
f terior zone of a given state at a given time as truly 'integrated'
~into the capitalist world-economy? These questions are impor
hant, both in themselves, and because in attempting to answer
t them we are forced to make more precise our analyses of the

'~'~rocessesof historical capitalism. But this is neither the mo
':,:;mentnor place to address these numerous empirical queries
\ that are under continuing debate and elaboration.
\ The second kind of doubt is that which addresses the very
~utility of the inductive classification I have just suggested.
\There are those who refuse to accept that capitalism can ever
Jbe said to exist unless there is a specific form of social relation
)n the workplace, that of a private entrepreneur employing
:iwage-Iabourers. There are those who wish to say that when a
i~givenstate has nationalized its industries and proclaimed its
'.allegiance to socialist doctrines, it has, by those acts and as a
~result of their consequences, ended the participation of that
{state in the capitalist world-system. These are not empirical

~,
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queries but theoretical ones, and we shall try to address them
in the course of this discussion. Addressing them deductively
would be pointless however as it would lead not to a rational
debate, but merely to a clash of opposing faiths. We shall
therefore address them heuristically, arguing that our induc
tive classification is more useful than alternative ones, because

it comprehends more easily and elegantly what we collectively
know at present about historical reality, and because it affords
us an interpretation of this reality which enables us to act
more efficaciously on the present.

Let us therefore look at how the capitalist system actually
has functioned. To say that a producer's objective is the ac
cumulation of capital is to say that he will seek to produce as
much of a given good as possible and offer it for sale at the
highest profit margin to him. He will do this however within
a series of economic constraints which exist, as we say, 'in the
market'. His total production is perforce limited by the (rela
tively immediate) availability of such things as material inputs,
a work-force, customers, and access to cash to expand his in
vestment base. The amount he can profitably produce and the
profit margin he can claim is also limited by the ability of his
'competitors' to offer the same item at lower sales prices; not
in this case competitors anywhere in the world market, but
those located in the same immediate, more circumscribed local
markets in which he actually sells (however this market be
defined in a given instance). The expansion of his production
will also be constrained by the degree to which his expanded
production will create such a price-reducing effect in the
'local' market as to actually reduce the real total profit realized
on his total production.

These are all objective constraints, meaning they exist in the
absence of any particular set of decisions by a given producer
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or by others active in the market. These constraints are the'
consequence of the total social process that exists in a concrete
time and place. There are always in addition of course other

,;. constraints, more open to manipulation. Governments may
adopt, may already have adopted, various rules which in some
way transform economic options and therefore the calculus of
profit. A given producer may be the beneficiary or the victim
of existing rules. A given producer may seek to persuade poli
tical authorities to change their rules in his favour.

How have producers operated so as to maximize their abili
;. ty to accumulate capital? Labour-power has always been a cen-
o tral and quantitatively significant element in the production

process. The producer seeking to accumulate is concerned
with two different aspects of labour-power: its availability and
its cost. The problem of availability has usually been posed in
the following manner: social relations of production that were
fixed (a stable work-force for a given producer) might be low
cost if the market were stable and the size of his work-force

:< optimal for a given time. But if the market for the product
declined, the fact that the work-force was fixed would in
crease its real cost for the producer. And should the market for
the product increase, the fact that the work-force was fixed
would make it impossible for the producer to take advantage
of the profit opportunities.

On the other hand, variable work-forces also had disadvant- '
ages for the capitalists. Variable work-forces" were by defini
tion work-forces that were not necessarily continuously work
ing for the same producer. Such workers must therefore, in
terms of survival, have been concerned with their rate of
remuneration in terms of a time-span long enough to level out
variations in real income. That is, workers had to be able to
make enough from the employment to cover periods when
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they did not receive remuneration. Consequently, variable
work-forces often cost producers more per hour per individual
than fixed work-forces.

When we have a contradiction, and we have one here in the
very heart of the capitalist production process, we can be sure
that the result will be a historically uneasy compromise. Let us
review what in fact happened. In historical systems preceding
historical capitalism, most (never all) work-forces were fixed.
In some cases, the producer's work-force was only himself or
his family, hence by definition fixed. In some cases, a non
kin-related work-force was bonded to a particular producer
through various legal and/or customary regulations (including
various forms of slavery, debt bondage, serfdom, permanent
tenancy arrangements, etc.). Sometimes the bonding was life
time. Sometimes it was for limited periods, with an option of
renewal; but such time-limitation was only meaningful if
realistic alternatives existed at the moment of renewal. Now

the fixity of these arrangements posed problems not only for
the particular producers to whom a given work-force was
bonded. It posed problems to all other producers as well, since
obviously other producers could only expand their activities to
the extent that there existed available, non-fixed work-forces.

These considerations formed the basis, as has so often been
described, of the rise of the institution of wage-labour, where
in a group of persons existed who were permanently available
for employment, more or less to the highest bidder. We refer
to this process as the operation of a labour market, and to the
persons who sell their labour as proletarians. I do not tell you

,- anything novel to say that, in historical capitalism, there has
been increasing proletarianization of the work-force. The
statement is not only not novel; it is not in the least sur
prising. The advantages to producers of the process of pro-
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letarianization have been amply documented. What is surpris

ing is not that there has been so much proletarianization, but
that there has been so little. Four hundred years at least into
the existence of a historical social system, the amount of fully

proletarianized labour in the capitalist world-economy today
cannot be said to total even fifty per cent.

To be sure this statistic is a function of how you measure it
and whom you are measuring. If we use official government
statistics on the so-called economically active labour-force, pri

marily adult males who make themselves formally available for
remunerated labour, we may find that the percentage of wage
workers is said today to be reasonably high (although even
then, when calculated world-wide, the actual percentage is
smaller than most theoretical statements presume). If however
we consider all persons whose work is incorporated in one
way or another into the commodity chains-thus embracing
virtually all adult women, and a very large proportion of per
sons at the pre-adult and post-prime adulthood age range (that
is, the young and the old) as well-then our percentage of
proletarians drastically drops.

Let us furthermore take one additional step before we do
our measuring. Is it conceptually useful to apply the label
'proletarian' to an individual? I doubt it. Under historical
capitalism, as under previous historical systems, individuals
have tended to live their lives within the framework of

relatively stable structures which share a common fund of cur
rent income and accumulated capital, which we may call
households. The fact that the boundaries of these households

are constantly changing by the entries and exits of individuals
does not make these households less the unit of rational calcu
lation in terms of remuneration and expenditure. People who
wish to survive count all their potential income, from no mat-
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ter what source, and assess it in terms of the real expenditures
they must make. They seek minimally to survive; then with
more income, to enjoy a life-style which they find satisfying;
and ultimately, with still more, to enter the capitalist game as
accumulators of capital. For all real purposes, it is the house
hold that has been the economic unit that has engaged in these
activities. This household has usually been a kin-related unit,
but sometimes not or, at least, not exclusively. This house
hold has for the most part been co-residential, but less so as
commodification proceeded.

i It is in the context of such a household structure that a

social distinction between productive and unproductive work
began to be imposed on the working classes. De facto, pro~'
ductive work came to be defined as money-earning work
(primarily wage-earning work), and non-productive work as
work that, albeit very necessary, was merely 'subsistence' act
ivity and therefore was said to produce no 'surplus' which
anyone else could possibly appropriate. This work was either
totally non-commodified or involved petty (but then truly
petty) commodity production. The differentiation between
kinds of work was anchored by creating specific roles attached
to them. Productive (wage) labour became the task primarily
of the adult male/father and secondarily of other (younger)
adult males in the household. Non-productive (subsistence)
labour became the task primarily of the adult female/mother
and secondarily of other females, plus the children and the
elderly. Productive labour was done outside the household in
the 'work place'. Non-productive labour was done inside the
household.

The lines of division were not absolute, to be sure, but they
became under historical capitalism quite clear and compelling.
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A division of real labour by gender and age was not of course"
an invention of historical capitalism. It has probably always
existed, if only because for some tasks there are biological pre
requisites and limitations (of gender, but also of age). Nor was
a hierarchical family and/or household structure an invention
of capitalism. That too had long existed.

What was new under historical capitalism was the correla-lv/

tion of division of labour and val\1Cl~ionof work. Men may
often have done different work from women (and adults diff-

,erent work from children and the elderly), but under historical
capitalism there has been a steady devaluation of the work of l..

women (and of the young and old), and a corresponding em
phasis on the value of the adult male's work. Whereas in
other systems men and women did specified (but normally
eqval) tasks, under historical capitalism the adult male wage
earner was classified as the 'breadwinner', and the adult female
home-worker as the 'housewife.' Thus when national sta

tistics began to be compiled, itself a product of a capitalist
system, all breadwinners were considered members of the eco
nomically active labour-force, but no housewives were. Thus
was sexism institutionalized. The legal and paralegal apparatus
of gender distinction and discrimination followed quite
logically in the wake of this basic differential valuation of
labour.

We may note here that the concepts of extended child
hood/adolescence and of a 'retirement' from the work-force
not linked to illness or frailty have been also specific con
comitants of the emerging household structures of historical
capitalism. They have often been viewed as 'progressive' ex
emptions from work. They may however be more accurately
viewed as redefinitions of work as non-work. Insult has been
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added to injury by labelling children's training activities and
the miscellaneous tasks of retired adults as somehow 'fun',
and the devaluation of their work contributions as the reason

able counterpart of their release from the 'drudgery' of 'real'
work.

As an ideology, these distinctions helped ensure that the
commodification of labour was extensive but at the same time

limited. For example, if we were to calculate how many
households in the world-economy have obtained more than

~ fifty per cent of their real income (or total revenue in all
forms) from wage-work outside the household, I think we

would be quickly amazed by the lowness of the percentage;
this is the case not only in earlier centuries but even today,
although the percentage has probably been steadily growing
over the historical development of the capitalist world
economy.

How can we account for this? I don't think it's very diff
icult. On the assumption that a producer employing wage
labour would prefer to pay less rather than more, always and
everywhere, the lowness of the level at which wage-workers
could afford to accept employment has been a function of the
kind of households in which the wage-workers have been
located throughout their life-spans. Put very simply, for iden
tical work at identical levels of efficiency, the wage-worker
located in a household with a high percentage of wage income
(let us call this a proletarian household) had had a higher
monetary threshold below which he would have found it

manifestly irrational for him to do wage work than a wage
worker located in a household that has a low percentage of
wage income (let us call this a semi-proletarian household).

The reason for this difference of what we might call the
minimum-acceptable-wage threshold has to do with the eco-
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nomics of survival. Where a proletarian household depended \
primarily upon wage-income, then that had to cover the mini
mal costs of survival and reproduction. However, when wages
formed a less important segment of total household income, it
would often be rational for an individual to accept employ
ment at a rate of remuneration which contributed less than its

proportionate share (in terms of hours worked) of real in- J
come-whilst nevertheless resulting in the earning of
necessary liquid cash (the necessity frequently being legally im
posed)-or else involved the substitution of this wage
remunerated work for labour in still less remunerative tasks.

What happened then in such semi-proletarian households is -:
that those who were producing other forms of real income- ~
that is, basically household production for self-consumption,
or sale in a local market, or of course both-whether these
were other persons in the household (of any sex or age) or the
same person at other moments of his life-span, were creating
surpluses which lowered the minimum-accepted-wage thres
hold. In this way, non-wage work permitted some producers
to remunerate their work-force at lower rates, thereby reduc
ing their cost of production and increasing their profit
margins. No wonder then, as a general rule, that any ./
employer of wage-labour would prefer to have his wage
workers located in semi-proletarian rather than in proletarian
households. If we now look at global empirical reality
throughout the time-space of historical capitalism, we sudden-
ly discover that the location of wage-workers in semi-pro
letarian rather than in proletarian households has been the sta
tistical norm. Intellectually, our problem suddenly gets turned
upside down. From explaining the reasons for the existence of
proletarianization, we have moved to explaining why the pro
cess was so incomplete. We now have to go even further-
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why has proletarianization proceeded at all?
Let me say immediately that it is very doubtful that increas

ing world proletarianization can be attributed primarily to the
socio-political pressures of entrepreneurial strata. Quite the
contrary. It would seem they have had many motives to drag
their feet. First of all, as we have just argued, the transforma
tion of a significant number of semi-proletarian households in
to proletarian households in a given zone tended to raise the
real minimum-wage-Ievel, paid by the employers of wage
labour. Secondly, increased proletarianization had political
consequences, as we shall discuss later, which were both
negative for the employers and also cumulative, therebyeven
tually increasing still further the levels of wage-payments in
given geographico-economic zones. Indeed, so much were
employers of wage-labour unenthusiastic about proletarianiza
tion that, in addition to fostering the gender! age division of
labour, they also encouraged, in their employment patterns
and through their influence in the political arena, recognition
of defined ethnic groups, seeking to link them to specific allo
cated roles in the labour-force, with different levels of real
remuneration for their work. Ethnicity created a cultural crust
which consolidated the patterns of semi-proletarian household
structures. That the emergence of such ethnicity also played a
politically-divisive role for the working classes has been a
political bonus for the employers but not, I think, the prime
mover in this process.

Before however we can understand how there has come to

be any increase at all in proletarianization over time in
historical capitalism, we have to return to the issue of the
commodity chains in which the multiple specific production
activities are located. We must rid ourselves of the simplistic
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image that the 'market' is a place where initial producer and
ultimate consumer meet. No doubt there are and always have
been such market-places. But in historical capitalism, such

, market-place transactions have constituted a small percentage
of the whole. Most transactions have involved exchange be-~/
tween two intermediate producers located on a long com
modity chain. The purchaser was purchasing an 'input' for his
production process. The seller was selling a 'semi-finished pro
duct', semi-finished that is in terms of its ultimate use in
direct individual consumption. "

The struggle over price in these 'intermediate markets' .
represented an effort by the buyer to wrest from the seller a
proportion of the profit realized from all prior labour processes
throughout the commodity chain. This struggle to be sure
was determined at particular space-time nexuses by supply and
demand, but never uniquely. In the first place, of course, sup
ply and demand can be manipulated through monopolistic
constraints, which have been commonplace rather than excep
tional. Secondly, the seller can affect the price at the nexus
through vertical integration. Whenever the 'seller' and the-j

'buyer' were in fact ultimately the same firm, the price could
be arbitrarily juggled in terms of fiscal and other considera
tions, but such a price never represented the interplay of sup
ply and demand. Vertical integration, just like the 'horizon
tal' monopoly, has not been rare. We are of course familiar
with its most spectacular instances: the chartered companies of
the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries, the great merchant
houses of the nineteenth, the transnational corporations of the
twentieth. These were global structures seeking to encompass
as many links in a particular commodity chain as possible. But
smaller instances of vertical integration, covering only a few
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(even two) links in a chain, have been even more widespread.
It seems reasonable to argue that vertical integration has been
the statistical norm of historical capitalism rather than those
'market' nexuses in commodity chains in which seller and
buyer were truly distinct and antagonistic.

.~ Now commodity chains have not been random in their geo
graphical directions. Were they all plotted on maps, we
would notice that they have been centripetal in form. Their
points of origin have been manifold, but their points of desti
nation have tended to converge in a few areas. That is to say,
they have tended to move from the peripheries of the capitalist

Lworld-economy to the centres or cores. It is hard to contest
this as an empirical observation. The real question is why this
has been so. To talk of commodity chains means to talk of an
extended social division of labour which, in the course of
capitalism's historical development, has become more and
more functionally and geographically extensive, and simult
aneously more and more hierarchical. This hierarchization of

~space in the structure of productive processes has led to an ever
greater polarization between the core and peripheral zones of
the world-economy, not only in terms of distributive criteria
(real income levels, quality of life) but even more importantly

\. in the loci of the accumulation of capital.
Initially, as this process began, the spatial differentials were

rather small, and the degree of spatial specialization limited.
Within the capitalist system, however, whatever differentials
existed (whether for ecological or historical reasons) were ex
aggerated, reinforced, and encrusted. What was crucial in this '"'
process was the intrusion of force into the determination of
price. To be sure, the use of force by one party in a market
transaction in order to improve his price was no invention of
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capitalism. Unequal exchange is an ancient practice. What
was remarkable about capitalism as a historical system was the ~/
way in which this unequal exchange could be hidden; indeed,
hidden so well that it is only after five hundred years of the
operation of this mechanism that even the avowed opponents
of the system have begun to unveil it systematically.

The key to hiding this central mechanism lay in the very
structure of the capitalist world-economy, the seeming sepa
ration in the capitalist world-system of the economic arena (a
world-wide social division of labour with integrated produc
tion processes all operating for the endless accumulation of
capital) and the political arena (consisting ostensibly of sepa
rate sovereign states, each with autonomous responsibility for
political decisions within its jurisdiction, and each disposing of
armed forces to sustain its authority). In the real world of
historical capitalism, almost all commodity chains of any_~
importance have traversed these state frontiers. This is not a
recent innovation. It has been true from the very beginning of
historical capitalism. Moreover, the transnationality of com
modity chains is as descriptively true of the sixteenth-century
capitalist world as of the twentieth-century.

How did this unequal exchange work? Starting with any
real differential in the market, occurring because of either the
(temporary) scarcity of a complex production process, or ar
tificial scarcities created manu militari, commodities moved be
tween zones in such a way that the area with the less 'scarce'
item 'sold' its items to the other area at a price that incarnated
more real input (cost) than an equally-priced item moving in
the opposite direction. What really happened is that there was
a transfer of part of the total profit (or surplus) being produced
from one zone to another. Such a relationship is that of core-
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ness-peripherality. By extension, we can call the losing zone a
'p"eriphery' and the gaining zone a 'core'. These names in fact
reflect the geographical structure of the economic flows.

We find immediately several mechanisms that historically
have increased the disparity. Whenever a 'vertical integration'
of any two links on a commodity chain occurred, it was possi
ble to shift an even larger segment of the total surplus towards
the core than had previously been possible. Also, the shift of
surplus towards the core concentrated capital there and made
available disproportionate funds for further mechanization,
both allowing producers in core zones to gain additional com
petitive advantages in existing products and permitting them
to create ever new rare products with which to renew the
process.

The concentration of capital in core zones created both the
:, fiscal base and the political motivation to create relatively

strong state-machineries, among whose many capacities was
that of ensuring that the state machineries of peripheral zones
became or remained relatively weaker. They could thereby
pressure these state-structures to accept, even promote,
greater specialization in their jurisdiction in tasks lower down
the hierarchy of commodity chains, utilizing lower-paid
work-forces and creating (reinforcing) the relevant household
structures to permit such work-forces to survive. Thus did
historical capitalism actually create the so-called historical
levels of wages which have become so dramatically divergent
in different zones of the world-system.

We say this process is hidden. By that we mean that actual
prices always seemed to be negotiated in a world market on
the basis of impersonal economic forces. The enormous ap
paratus of latent force (openly used sporadically in wars and
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colonization) has not had to be invoked in each separate tran
saction to ensure that the exchange was unequal. Rather, the
apparatus of force came into play only when there were signi
ficant challenges to an existing level of unequal exchange.
Once the acute political conflict was past, the world's entre
preneurial classescould pretend that the economy was operat
ing solely by considerations of supply and demand, without
acknowledging how the world-economy had historically ar
rived at a particular point of supply and demand, and what
structures of force were sustaining at that very moment the
'customary' differentials in levels of wages and of the real
quality of life of the world's work-forces.

We may now return to the question of why there has been'
any proletarianization at all. Let us remember the fundamental
contradiction between the individual interest of each entre

preneur and the collective interest of all capitalist classes. Un
equal exchange by definition served these collective interests
but not many individual interests. It follows that those whose
interests were not immediately served at any given time (be
cause they gained less than their competitors) constantly tried
to alter things in their favour. They tried, that is, to compete
more successfully in the market, either by making their own
production more efficient, or by using political influence to
create a new monopolistic advantage for themselves.

Acute competition among capitalists has always been one of ,,/
the .differentia specifica of historical capitalism. Even when it
seemed to be voluntarily restrained (by cartel-like arrange
ments), this was primarily because each competitor thought
that such restraint optimized his own margins. In a system
predicated on the endless accumulation of capital, no partici
pant could afford to drop this enduring thrust towards long-

I
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run profitability except at the risk of self-destruction.
vThus monopolistic practice and competitive motivation
have been a paired reality of historical capitalism. In such cir
cumstances, it is evident that no specific pattern linking the
productive processes could be stable. Quite the contrary: it
would always be in the interests of a large number of com
peting entrepreneurs to try to alter the specific pattern of
given time-places without short-term concern for the global
impact of such behaviour. (Adam Smith's 'unseen hand' un
questionably operated, in the sense that the 'market' set con
straints on individual behaviour, but it would be a very
curious reading of historical capitalism that suggested that the
outcome has been harmonp

\..../ Rather, the outcome has seemed, once again as an empirical
observation, to be an alternating cycle of expansions and
stagnations in the system as a whole. These cycles have involv
ed fluctuations of such significance and regularity that it is
hard not to believe that they are intrinsic to the workings of
the system. They seem, if the analogy be permitted, to be the
breathing mechanism of the capitalist organism, inhaling the
purifying oxygen and exhaling poisonous waste. Analogies are
always dangerous but this one seems particularly apt. The
wastes that accumulated were the economic inefficiencies that

recurrently got politically encrusted through the process of
unequal exchange described above. The purifying oxygen was
the more efficient allocation of resources (more efficient in
terms of permitting further accumulation of capital) which the
regular restructuring of the commodity chains permitted.

I What seems to have happened every fifty years or so is that
in the efforts of more and more entrepreneurs to gain for
themselves the more profitable nexuses of commodity chains,
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disproportions of investment occurred such that we speak,
somewhat misleadingly, of overproduction. The only solution
to these disproportions has been a shakedown of the produc
tive system, resulting in a more even distribution. This sounds
logical and simple, but its fall-out has always been massive. It
has meant each time further concentration of operations in
those links in the commodity chains which have been most
clogged. This has involved the elimination of both some
entrepreneurs and some workers (those who worked for entre-'
preQeurs who went out of business and also those who work
ed for others who further mechanized in order to reduce the

costs of unit production). Such a shift also enabled entre
preneurs to 'demote' operations in the hierarchy of the com
modity chain, thereby enabling them to devote investment
funds and effort to innovative links in the commodity chains
which, because initially offering 'scarcer' inputs, were more
profitable. 'Demotion' of particular processes on the hier
archical scale also often led to geographical relocation in part.
Such geographical relocation found a major attraction in the
move to a lower labour-cost area, though from the point of
view of the area into which the industry has moved the new
industry usually involved an increase in the wage-level for
some segments of the work-force. Weare living through pre-t
cisely such a massive world-wide relocation right now of the
world's automobile, steel, and electronics industries. This

phenomenon of relocation has been part and parcel of
historical capitalism from the outset.

There have been three major consequences of these re- v

shuffles.(One is the constant geographical restructuring itself
of the capitalist world-systeffi1 Nonetheless, although com
modity chains have been significantly restructured every fifty
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years or so, a system of hierarchically-organized commodity
chams has been retained. Particular production processes have

mov7d down the hierarchy, as new ones are inserted at thetop.\And particular geographic zones have housed ever-shift
ing hierarchical levels of processes) Thus, given products have
had 'product cycles', starting off as core products and even
tually becoming peripheral products. Furthermore, given loci
have moved up or down, in terms of comparative well-being
of their inhabitants. But to call such reshuIDes 'development',
we would first have to demonstrate a reduction of the global
polarization of the system. Empirically, this simply does not /
seem to have happened; rather polarization has historically in-V
creased. These geographical and product relocations then may
be said to have been truly cyclical.

lHowever, there was a second, quite different consequence
of the reshufflings. Our misleading word, 'overproduction',
does call attention to the fact that the immediate dilemma has

always operated through the absence of sufficient worldwide
effective demand for some key products of the system. It is in
this situation that the interests of the work-forces coincided

with the interests of a minority of entrepreneurs. Work-forces
have always sought to increase their share of the surplus, and
moments of economic breakdown of the system have often
provided both extra immediate incentive and some extra
opportunity to pursue their class struggles. One of the most·
effective and immediate ways for work-forces to increase real
income has been the further commodification of their own

labour. They have often sought to substitute wage-labour for
those parts of the household production processes which have
brought in low amounts of real income, in particular for

1'- various kinds of petty commodity production. One of the ma
, jor forces behind proletarianization has been the world's
L work-forces themselves. They have understood, often better
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than their self-proclaimed intellectual spokesmen, how much
greater the exploitation is in semi-proletarian than in more
fully-proletarianized households. _

It is at moments of stagnation that some owner-producers,-\
in part responding to political pressure from the work-forces,
in part believing that structural changes in the relations of pro
duction would benefit them vis-a-vis competing owner pro
ducers, have joined forces, both in the production and political
arenas, to push for the further proletarianization of a limited ../
segment of the work-force, somewhere. It is this process
which gives us the major clue as to why there has been any in
crease in proletarianization at all, given that proletarianization
has in the long term led to reduced profit levels in the capital-
ist world-economy J

It is in this context that we should consider the process of
technological change which has been less the motor than the
consequence of historical capitalism. Each major technological
'innovation' has been primarily the creation of new 'scarce'
products, as such highly profitable, and secondarily oflabour
reducing processes. They were responses to the downturns in
the cycles, ways of appropriating the 'inventions' to further
the process of capital accumulation. These innovations no
doubt frequently affected the actual organization of produc
tion. They pushed historically towards the centralization of
many work processes (the factory, the assembly line). But it is
easy to exaggerate how much change there has been. Processes

/ of concentration of physical production tasks have frequently
been investigated without regard to counteracting decen
tralization processes..

This is especially true if we put into the picture the third
consequence of the cyclical reshuIDing. Notice that, given the
two consequences already mentioned, we have a seeming para
dox to explain. On the one hand, we spoke of the continuous
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concentration of capital accumulation in historical polarization
of distribution. Simultaneously, however, we spoke of a slow,
but nonetheless steady, process of proletarianization which,
we argued, actually has reduced profit levels. One easy resolu
tion would be to say the first process is simply greater than the
second, which is true. But in addition the decrease in profit
levels occasioned by increased proletarianization has hitherto
been more than compensated by a further mechanism moving
in the opposite direction.

r Another easy empirical observation to make about historical
capitalism is that its geographical situs has grown steadily
larger over time. Once again, the pace of the process offers the

'- best clue to its explanation. The incorporation of new zones
into the social division of labour of historical capitalism did
not occur all at once. It in fact occurred in periodic spurts,
although each successive expansion seemed to be limited in
scope. Undoubtedly part of the explanation lies in the very

~chnological development of historical capitalism itself.v1mprovements in transport, communications, and armaments
made it steadily less expensive to iricorporate regions further
and further from the core zones. But this explanation at best
gives us a necessary but not sufficient condition for the
process.

r It has sometimes been asserted that the explanation lies in
the constant search for new markets in which to realize the

profits of capitalist production. This explanation however
,__simply does not accord with the historical facts. Areas external

to historical capitalism have on the whole been reluctant pur
chasers of its products, in part because they didn't 'need' them
in terms of their own economic system and in part because
they often lacked the relevant wherewithal to purchase them.
To be sure there were exceptions. But by and large it was the
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capitalist world that sought out the products of the external
arena and not the other way around. Whenever particular loci
were militarily conquered, capitalist entrepreneurs regularly
complained of the absence of real markets there and operated

through colonial governments to 'create tastes'. /
The search for markets as an explanation simply does not' i

hold. A much more plausible explanation is the. search for )
low-cost labour forces. It is historically the case that virtually"
every new zone incorporated into the world-economy estab
lished levels of real remuneration which were at the bottom of

the world-system's hierarchy of wage-levels. They had vir
tually no fully proletarian households and were not at all en
couraged to develop them. On the contrary, the policies of the
colonial states (and of the restructured semi-colonial states in
those incorporated zones that were not formally colonized)
seemed designed precisely to promote the emergence of the
very semi-proletarian household which, as we have seen, made
possible the lowest possible wage-level threshold. Typical state
policies involved combining taxation mechanisms, which
forced every household to engage in some wage-labour, with
restrictions on movement or forced separation of household
members, which reduced considerably the possibility of full
proletarianization.

If we add to this analysis the observation that new incor-'v/
porations into the world-system of capitalism tended to cor
relate with phases of stagnation in the world-economy, it
becomes clear that geographical expansion of the world
system served to counterbalance the profit-reducing process of
increased proletarianization, by incorporating new work
forces destined to be semi-proletarianized. The seeming
paradox has disappeared. The impact of proletarianization on
the process of polarization has been matched, perhaps more
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than matched, at least hitherto, by the impact of incorpora
tions. And factory-like work processes as a percentage of the
whole have expanded less than is usually asserted, given the
steadily expanding denominator of the equation.

We have spent much time on delineating how historical
capitalism has operated in the narrowly economic arena. We
are now ready to explain why capitalism emerged as a histor
ical social system. This is not as easy as is often thought. On
the face of it, far from being a 'natural' system, as some apol
ogists have tried to argue, historical capitalism is a patently ab-\/
surd one. One accumulates capital in order to accumulate
more capital. Capitalists are like white mice on a treadmill,\V
running ever faster in order to run still faster. In the process,
no doubt, some people live well, but others live miserably;
and how well, and for how long, do those who live well live?

The more I have reflected upon it the more absurd it has
seemed to me. Not only do I believe that the vast majority of
the populations of the world are objectively and subjectively
less well-off materially than in previous historical systems but,
as we shall see, I think it can be argued that they have been
politically less well off also. So imbued are we all by the self
justifying ideology of progress which this historical system has
fashioned, that we find it difficult even to recognize the vast
historical negatives of this system. Even so stalwart a de
nouncer of historical capitalism as Karl Marx laid great em
phasis on its historically progressive role. I do not believe this
at all, unless by 'progressive' one simply means that which is
historically later and whose origins can be explained by some
thing that preceded it. The balance-sheet of historical capital
ism, to which I shall return, is perhaps complex, but the in
itial calculus in terms of material distribution of goods and
allocation of energies is in my view very negative indeed.

If this is so, why did such a system arise? Perhaps, precisely
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to achieve this end. What could be more plausible than a line
of reasoning which argues that the explanation of the origin of
a system was to achieve an end that has in fact been achieved? I
know that modern science has turned us from the search for

final causes and from all considerations of intentionality
(especially since they are so inherently difficult to demonstrate
empirically). But modern science and historical capitalism have
been in close alliance as we know; thus, we must suspect the
authority of science on precisely this question: the modality,of
knowing the origins of modern capitalism. Let me therefore
simply outline a historical explanation of the origins of
historical capitalism without attempting to develop here the
empirical base for such an argument.

In the world of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

Europe was the locus of a social division of labour which, in
comparison with other areas of the world, was, in terms of the
forces of production, the cohesion of its historical system, and
its relative state of human knowledge, an in-between zone
neither as advanced as some areas nor as primitive as others.
Marco Polo, we must remember, coming from one of the
most culturally and economically 'advanced' subregions of
Europe, was quite overwhelmed with what he encountered on
his Asian voyages.

The economic arena of feudal Europe was going through a
very fundamental, -internally generated, crisis in this period
that was shaking its social foundations. Its ruling classeswere
destroying each other at a great rate, while its land-system
(the basis of its economic structure) was coming loose, with
considerable reorganization moving in the direction of a far
more egalitarian distribution than had been the norm. Fur
thermore, small peasant farmers were demonstrating great ef
ficiency as producers. The political structures were in general
getting weaker and their preoccupation with the internecine
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struggles of the politically powerful meant that little time was
left for repressing the growing strength of the masses of the
population. The ideological cement of Catholicism was under
great strain and egalitarian movements were being born in the
very bosom of the Church. Things were indeed falling apart.
Had Europe continued on the path along which it was going,
it is difficult to believe that the patterns of medieval feudal
Europe with its highly structured system of 'orders' could
have been reconsolidated. Far more probable is that the Euro
pean feudal social structure would have evolved towards a
system of relatively equal small-scale producers, further flat
tening out the aristocracies and decentralizing the political
structures.

Whether this would have been good or bad, and for whom,
is a matter of speculation and of little interest. But it is clear
that the prospect must have appalled Europe's upper strata
appalled and frightened them, especially as they felt their
ideological armour was disintegrating too. Without sug
gesting that anyone consciously verbalized any such attempt,
we can see by comparing the Europe of 1650 with 1450 that
the following things had occurred. By 1650, the basic struc-V
tures of historical capitalism as a viable social system had been
established and consolidated. The trend towards egalitarian
ization of reward had been drastically reversed. The upper")
strata were once again in firm control politically and ideo-!
logically. There was a reasonably high level of continuity be
tween the families that had been high strata in 1450 and those
that were high strata in 1650. Furthermore, if one substituted
1900 for 1650, one would find that most of the comparisons
with 1450 still hold true. It is only in the twentieth century \1

that there are some significant trends in a different direction, a
sign as we shall see that the historical system of capitalism has,
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after four to five hundred years of flourishing, finally come in
to structural crisis.

No one may have verbalized the intent, but it certainly
seems to have been the case that the creation of historical

capitalism as a social system dramatically reversed a trend that
the upper strata feared. and establish~d in its place one that
served their interests even better. Is that so absurd? Only to
those who were its victims.
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The endless accumulation of capital for its own sake may seem
prima facie to be a socially absurd objective. It has had however
its defenders, who usually justified it by the long-term social
benefits in which it purported to result. We shall discuss later
the degree to which these social benefits are real. Quite aside
however from any collective benefits it is clear that the amas
sing of capital affords the opportunity and the occasion for
much increased consumption by many individuals (and/or
small groups). Whether increased consumption actually im
proves the quality of life of the consumers is another question
and one we shall also postpone.

The first question we shall address is: who gets the im
mediate individual benefits? It seems reasonable to assert that

most people have not waited upon evaluations of long-term

benefits or the quality of life resulting from such consumption
(either for the collectivity or for the individuals) to decide that
it is worthwhile to struggle for the immediate individual
benefits that were so obviously available. Indeed this has been
the central focus of political struggle within historical capital
ism. This is in fact what we mean when we say that historical
capitalism is a materialist civilization.

In material terms, not only have the rewards been great to
those who have come out ahead, but the differentials in
material rewards between the top and the bottom have been
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great and growing greater over time in the world-system
taken as a whole. We have already discussed the economic
processes that accounted for this polarization of distribution of
reward. We should now turn our attention to how people
have manoeuvred within such an economic system to get the
advantages for themselves and thereby deny them to others.
We should also look at how those who were the victims of
such maldistribution manoeuvred, first of all to minimize

their losses in the operation of the system, and secondly to
transform this system which was responsible for such manifest
injustices.

How in historical capitalism did people, groups of people,
conduct their political struggles? Politics is about changing
power relations in a direction more favourable to one's in
terests and thereby redirecting social processes. Its successful
pursuit requires finding levers of change that permit the most

advantage for the least input.' The structure of historical
\/ capitalism has been such that the most effective levers of

political adjustment were the state-structures, whose very
construction was itself, as we have seen, one of the central in
stitutional achievements of historical capitalism. It is thus no
accident that the control of state power, the conquest of state
power if necessary, has been the central strategic objective of

'> all the major actors in the political arena throughout the
history of modern capitalism.

The crucial importance of state power for economic pro
cesses, even if defined very narrowly is striking the moment
one looks closely at how the system actually operated. The
first and most elementary element of state power was ter
ritorial jurisdiction. States had boundaries. These boundaries
were juridically determined, partly by statutory proclamation
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on the part of the state in question, partly by diplomatic
recognition on the part of otyer states. To be sure, boundaries
could be, and regularly were, contested; that is, the juridical
recognitions coming from the two sources (the state itself and
other states) were conflicting. Such differences were ultimate
ly resolved either by adjudication or by force (and a resulting
eventual acquiescence). Many disputes endured a latent form
for very long periods, though very few such disputes survived
more than a generation. What is crucial was the continuing
ideological presumption on everyone's part that such disputes
could and would be resolved eventually. What was concep
tually impermissible in the modern state-system was an ex
plicit recognition of permanent overlapping jurisdictions.
Sovereignty as a concept was based on the Aristotelian law of
the excluded middle.

This philosophical-juridical doctrine made it possible to fix
responsibility for the control of movement across frontiers, in
and out of given states. Each state had formal juridiction over
its own frontiers of the movement of goods, money-capital,
and labour-power. Hence each state could affect to some
degree the modalities by which the social division of labour of
the capitalist world-economy operated. Furthermore, each
state could constantly adjust these mechanisms simply by
changing the rules governing the flow of the factors of pro
duction across its own frontiers.

We normally discuss such frontier controls in terms of the
antinomy between total absence of controls (free trade) and
total absence of free movement (autarky). In fact, for most
countries and for most moments of time, state policy has lain
in practice between these two extremes. Furthermore, the
policies have been quite specifically different for the movement
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of goods, of money-capital, and of labour-power. In general,
the movement of labour-power has been more restricted than
the movement of goods and of money-capital.

From the point of view of a given producer located some
where on a commodity chain, freedom of movement was
desirable whilst this producer was economically competitive
with other producers of the same goods in the world market.
But when this was not the case, various boundary constraints
against rival producers could raise the latter's costs and benefit
an otherwise less efficient producer. Since, by definition, in a
market in which there were multiple producers of any given
good, a majority would be less efficient than a majority, there
has existed a constant pressure for mercantilist constraints on
free movement across frontiers. Since however the minorityrwho were more efficient were relatively wealthy and power
ful, there has been a constant counter-pressure to open fron
tiers, or more specifically, to open some frontiers. Hence the
first great struggle-a ferocious and continuing one-has been
over the frontier policy of states. Since furthermore any given

'- set of producers (but particularly big and powerful ones) were
directly affected by the state frontier policies of not only the
states in which their economic base was physically located
(which mayor may not have been the ones of which they
were citizens) but also those of many other states, given eco
nomic producers have been interested in pursuing political
objectives simultaneously in several, indeed often in very
many, states. The concept that one ought to restrict one's
political involvement to one's own state was deeply anti
thetical to those who were pursuing the accumulation of
capital for its own sake.

One way, of course, to affect the rules about what mayor
may not cross frontiers, and under what terms, was to change
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the actual frontiers-through total incorporation by one state
of another (unification, Anschluss, colonization), through seiz
ure of some territory, through secession or decolonization.
The fact that frontier changes have had immediate impacts on
the patterns of the social division of labour in the world-eco
nomy has been central to the considerations of all those who
favoured or opposed particular frontier changes. The fact that
ideological mobilizations around the definition of nations
could make more, or less, possible certain specific frontier
changes has given immediate economic content to nationalist
movements, insofar as participants and others presumed the
likelihood of specific state policies following upon the pro
jected frontier changes.

The second element of state power of fundamental concern
to the operations of historical capitalism was the legal right of
states to determine the rules governing the social relations of
production within their territorial jurisdiction. Modern state
structures arrogated to themselves this right to revoke or
amend any customary set of relations. As a matter of law the
states recognized no constraints on their legislative scope other
than those that were self-imposed. Even where particular state
constitutions paid ideological lip service to constraints deriv
ing from religious or natural law doctrines, they reserved to
some constitutionally-defined body or person the right to in
terpret these doctrines.

This right to legislate the modes of labour control was by
no means merely theoretical. States have regularly used these
rights, often in ways that involved radical transformations of
existing patterns. As we would expect, in historical capital
ism, states have legislated in ways that increased the com
modification of labour power, by abolishing various kinds of
customary constraint on the movement of workers from one
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kind of employment to another. They furthermore imposed
on the work-force fiscal cash obligations which often forced
certain workers to engage in wage-labour. But, on the other
hand, as we have already seen, the states by their legal actions
often also discouraged full-fledged proletarianization by im
posing residential limitations or insisting that the kin group
retain certain kinds of welfare obligations to its members.

The states controlled the relations of production. They first
legalized, later outlawed, particular forms of coerced labour
(slavery, public labour obligations, indenture, etc.). They
created rules governing wage-labour contracts, including gua
rantees of the contract, and minimum and maximum recipro
cal obligations. They decreed the limits of the geographical
mobility of the labour force, not only across their frontiers but
within them.

All these state decisions were taken with direct reference to

the economic implications for the accumulation of capital.
This can be easily verified by going through the enormous
number of debates, recorded as they occurred, over alternative
statutory or administrative choices. Furthermore, the states
have regularly spent considerable energy in enforcing their
regulations against recalcitrant groups, most particularly recal
citrant work-forces. Workers were seldom left free to ignore
legal constraints on their actions. Quite the contrary-worker
rebellion, individual or collective, passive or active, has usually
brought forth a ready repressive response from the state
machineries. To be sure, organized working-class movements
were able, in time, to set certain limitations to repressive acti
vity, as well as ensure that the governing rules were modified
somewhat in their favour, but such movements obtained these

results largely by their ability to affect the political com
position of the state-machineries.
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A third element in the power of the states has been the ~
power to tax. Taxation was by no means an invention of
historical capitalism; previous political structures also used
taxation as a source of revenue for the state-machineries. But

historical capitalism transformed taxation in two ways. Taxa
tion became the main (indeed overwhelming~ regular source of
state revenue, as opposed to state revenue deriving from ir
regular requisition by force from persons inside or outside the
formal jurisdiction of the state (including requisition from
other states). Secondly, taxation has been a steadily expanding /
phenomenon over the historical development of the capitalist
world-economy as a percentage of total value created or accu
mulated. This has meant that the states have been important
in terms of the resources they controlled, because the resources
not only permitted them to further the accumulation of capital
but were also themselves distributed and thereby entered
directly or indirectly into the further accumulation of capital.

Taxation was a power which focused hostility and resis
tance upon the state-structure itself, as a sort of disincarnated
villain, which was seen as appropriating the fruits of the
labours of others. What must always be borne in mind is that
there were forces outside the government pushing for parti
cular taxations because the process would either result in
direct redistribution to them, or permit the government to
create external economies which would improve their econo
mic position, or penalize others in ways that would be econo
mically favourable to the first group. In short, the power to
tax was one of the most immediate ways in which the state
directly assisted the process of the accumulation of capital in
favour of some groups rather than others.

The redistributive powers of the state have been discussed
for the most part only in terms of their equalization potential.
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This is the theme of the welfare state. But redistribution has in

fact been far more widely used as a mechanism to polarize dis
tribution than to make real incomes converge. There are three
main mechanisms that have increased the polarization of re
wards over and above that polarization already resulting from
the ongoing operations of the capitalist market.

Governments first of all have been able to amass, through
) the taxation process, large sums of capital which they have re

distributed to persons or groups, already large holders of
capital, through official subsidies. These subsidies have taken
the form of outright grants, usually on thin excuses of public
service (involving essentially overpayments for services). But
they have also taken the less direct form of the state bearing
the costs of product development which could presumably be
amortized by later profitable sales, only to turn over the eco
nomic activity to non-governmental entrepreneurs at nominal
cost at precisely the point of completion of the costly develop
mental phase.

Secondly, governments have been able to amass large sums
\ of capital through formally legal and often legitimated chan

nels of taxation which have then becoming sitting ducks for
large-scale illegitimate but de facto unconstrained abscondings
of public funds. Such theft of public revenues as well as the
correlate corrupt private taxation procedures have been a ma
jor source of private accumulation of capital throughout
historical capitalism.

Finally, governments have redistributed to the wealthy by
\ utilizing the principle of the individualization of profit but the

socialization of risk. Over the whole history of the capitalist
system, the larger the risk-and the losses-the more likely it
has been for governments to step in to prevent bankruptcies
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and even to restitute losses if only because of the financial tur
moil they wished to avoid.

While these practices of anti-egalitarian redistribution have
been the shameful side of state power (shameful in the sense
that governments were somewhat embarrassed about these
activities and sought to keep them hidden), the provision of
social overhead capital by governments has been openly flaunt
ed, and indeed advocated as an essential role of the state in the
maintenance of historical capitalism.

Expenditures crucial to the reduction of costs of multiple
groups of owner-producers-that is, the basic energy, trans
port, and informational infrastructure of the world-eco
nomy-have largely been developed and supported by public
funds. While it has no doubt been the case that most persons
have derived some benefit from such social overhead capital, it

. has not been the case that all have derived equal benefit. The
:" advantage has accrued disproportionately to those already
i large holders of capital while being paid out of a far more
.. egalitarian system of taxation. Hence social overhead capital

construction has served to further the accumulation of capital
and its concentration.

Finally, states have monopolized, or sought to monopolize, /
armed force. While police forces were geared largely to the

. maintenance of internal order (that is, the acceptance by the
{. work force of their allotted roles and rewards), armies have
" been mechanisms whereby producers in one state have been

able to affect directly the possibilities that their competitors·
located in other states have had to invoke the protective cover
ing of their own state-machineries. This is fact brings us to the
last feature of state power which has been crucial. While the
kinds of power each state has exercised have been similar, the
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degree of power given state-machineries have had has varied
enormously. States have been located in a hierarchy of effective
power which can be measured neither by the size and co
herence of their bureaucracies and armies nor by their ideo
logical formulations about themselves but by their effective
capacities over time to further the concentration of accu
mulated capital within their frontiers as against those rival
states. This effective capacity has involved the ability to con
strain hostile military forces; the ability to enact advantageous
regulations at home and to prevent other states from doing the
same; and the ability to constrain their own work forces and
to undermine the capacity of rivals to do as well. The true
measurement of their strength is in the medium-term eco
nomic outcome. The overt use of force by the state-machinery
to control the internal work force, a costly and destabilizing
technique, is more often the sign of its weakness than its
strength. Truly strong state-machineries have been able, by
one means or another, to control their work-forces by subtler
mechanisms.

Thus there are many different ways in which the state has
been a crucial mechanism for the maximal accumulation of

capital. According to its ideology, capitalism was supposed to
involve the activity of private entrepreneurs freed from the in
terference of state-machineries. In practice, however, this has
never been really true anywhere. It is idle to speculate whether
capitalism could have flourished without the active role of the
modern state. In historical capitalism, capitalists relied upon
their ability to utilize state-machineries to their advantage in
the various ways we have outlined.

\. A second ideological myth has been that of state sovereign
ty. The modern state was never a completely autonomous
political entity. The states developed and were shaped as in-
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tegral parts of an interstate system, which was a set of rules
within which the states had to operate and a set of legitimiza
tions without which states could not survive. From the point

" of view of the state-machineries of any given state, the inter
state system represented constraints on its will. These were to
be found in the practices of diplomacy, in the formal rules
governing jurisdictions and contracts (international law), and
in the limits on how and under what circumstances warfare

might be conducted. All of these constraints ran counter to
the official ideology of sovereignty. Sovereignty however was
never really intended to mean total autonomy. The concept
was rather meant to indicate that there existed limits on the

legitimacy of interference by one state-machinery in the opera
tions of another.

The rules of the interstate system were of course not enforc
ed by consent or consensus, but by the willingness and the
ability of the stronger states to impose these restrictions, first
upon the weaker states, and second upon each other. The
states, remember, were located in a hierarchy of power. The
very existence of this hierarchy provided the major limitation
on the autonomy of states. To be sure, the overall situation
could tip towards the disappearance of the power of the states
altogether to the extent that the hierarchy was constructed
with a pyramidal peak rather than a plateau at the top. This
possibility was not hypothetical as the dynamic of the concen
tration of military power led to recurrent thrusts to transform
the interstate system into a world-empire.

If such thrusts never succeeded in historical capitalism, it
was because the structural base of the economic system and the
clearly-perceived interests of the major accumulators of capital
were fundamentally opposed to a transformation of the world
economy into a world-empire.
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First of all, the accumulation of capital was a game in which
there was constant incentive for competitive entry, and thus
there was always some dispersion of the most profitable pro
ductive activities. Hence at any time numerous states tended
to have an economic base that made them relatively strong.
Secondly, accumulators of capital in any given state utilized
their own state structures to assist them in the accumulation

of capital, but they also needed some lever of control against
their own state-structures. For if their state-machinery became
too strong, it might, for reasons of internal political equi
librium, feel free to respond to internal egalitarian pressures.
Against this threat, accumulators of capital needed the threat
of circumventing their own state-machinery by making al
liances with other state-machineries. This threat was only pos
sible as long as no one state dominated the whole.

These considerations formed the objective basis of the so-
> called balance of power, by which we mean that the numerous

strong and medium-strong states in the interstate system at
any given time have tended to maintain alliances (of if need be,
shift them) so that no single state could successfully conquer
all the others.

That the balance of power was maintained by more than
political ideology can be seen if we look at the three instances
in which one of the strong states achieved temporarily a period
of relative dominance over the others-a relative dominance

that we may call hegemony. The three instances are the hege
mony of the United Provinces (Netherlands) in the mid-seven
teenth century, that of Great Britain in the mid-nineteenth,
and that of the United States in the mid-twentieth.

In each case, hegemony came after the defeat of a military
pretender to conquest (the Hapsburgs, France, Germany).
Each hegemony was sealed by a 'world war'-a massive, land-
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centred, highly destructive, thirty-year-Iong intermittent
struggle involving all the major military powers of the time.
These were respectively the Thirty Years' War of 1618-48,
the Napoleonic Wars (1792-1815), and the twentieth-century
conflicts between 1914 and 1945 which should properly be
conceived as a single long 'world war'. It is to be noted that,
in each case, the victor had been primarily a maritime power
prior to 'world war', but had transformed itself into a land
power in order to win this war against a historically strong
land power which seemed to be trying to transform the
world-economy into a world-empire.

The basis of the victory was not however military. The pri- "I
mary reality was economic: the ability of accumulators of
capital located in the particular states to outcompete all others
in all three major economic spheres-agro-industrial produc
tion, commerce, and finance. Specifically, for brief periods,
the accumulators of capital in the hegemonic state were more
efficient than their competitors located in other strong states,
and thus won markets even within the latter's 'home' areas.

Each of these hegemonies was brief. Each came to an end
largely for economic reasons more than for politico-military
reasons. In each case, the temporary triple economic advantagecj
came up against two hard rocks of capitalist reality. First, the ,/
factors that made for greater economic efficiency could always
be copied by others-not by the truly weak but those who had
medium strength-and latecomers to any given economic pro
cess tend to have the advantage of not having to amortize
older stock. Secondly, the hegemonic power had every interest ,/
in maintaining uninterrupted economic activity and therefore
tended to buy labour peace with internal redistribution. Over
time, this led to reduced competitiveness thereby ending hege
mony. In addition, the conversion of the hegemonic power to
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one with far-flung land and maritime military 'respon
sibilities' involved a growing economic burden on the hege
monic state, thus undoing its pre-'world war' low level ex
penditure on the military.

Hence, the balance of power-constraining both the weak
states and the strong-was not a political epiphenomenon
which could be easily undone. It was rooted in the very ways
in which capital was accumulated in historical capitalism. Nor
was the balance of power merely a relationship between state
machineries, because the internal actors within any given state
regularly acted beyond their own boundaries either directly or
via alliances with actors elsewhere. Therefore, in assessing the
politics of any given state, the internal! external distinction
was quite formal and it is not too helpful to our understanding
of how the political struggles actually occurred.

But who in fact was struggling with whom? This is not as
obvious a question as one might think, because of the contra
dictory pressures within historical capitalism. The most ele
mentary struggle, and in some ways the most obvious, was
that between the small group of great beneficiaries of the
system and the large group of its victims. This struggle goes
by many names and under many guises. Whenever the lines
have been drawn fairly clearly between the accumulators of
capital and their work force within any given state, we have
tended to call this a class struggle between capital and labour.
Such class struggles took place in two locales-the economic
arena (both at the locus of actual work and in the larger amor
phous 'market') and the political arena. It is clear that in the
economic arena there has been a direct, logical, and immediate
conflict of interests. The larger the remuneration of the work
force the less surplus was left as 'profit'. To be sure, this con
flict has been often softened by longer-term, larger-scale con-
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siderations. Both the particular accumulator of capital and his
work-force shared interests against other pairings elsewhere in
the system. And greater remuneration to work-forces could
under certain circumstances return to the accumulators of

capital as deferred profit, via the increased global cash purchas
ing power in the world7economy. Nonetheless, none of these
other considerations could ever eliminate the fact that the divi

sion of a given surplus was a zero-sum, and thus the tension
has been perforce a continuing one. It has therefore found con
tinuing expression in competition for political power within
the various states.

Since, however, as we know, the process of the accumula-yY'
tion of capital has led to its concentration in some geographic
zones, since the unequal exchange which accounts for this has
been made possible by the existence of an interstate system
containing a hierarchy of states; and since state-machineries
have some limited power to alter the operations of the system,
the struggle between worldwide accumulators of capital and
the worldwide work-force has found considerable expression
too in the efforts of various groups to come to power within
given (weaker) states in order to utilize state power against ac
cumulators of capital located in stronger states. Whenever this
has occurred, we have tended to speak of anti-imperialist
struggles. No doubt, here too, the question was often
obscured by the fact that the lines internal to each of the two
states involved did not always coincide perfectly with the
underlying thrust of the class struggle in the world-economy
as a whole. Some accumulators of capital in the weaker state
and some elements of the work-force in the stronger found
short-term advantages in defining the political issues in purely
national rather than in class-national terms. But great mobil
izational thrusts of 'anti-imperialist' movements were never
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possible, and therefore even limited objectives were seldom
achieved, if the class content of the struggle were not there
and used, at least implicitly, as an ideological theme.

We have noted also that the process of ethnic-group forma
tion was integrally linked with that of labour-force formation
in given states, serving as a rough code of position in the eco
nomic structures. Therefore, wherever this has occurred more

sharply or circumstances have forced more acute short-term
pressures on survival, the conflict between the accumulators of
capital and the more oppressed segments of the work-force
have tended to take the form of linguistic-racial-cultural strug
gles, since such descriptors have a high correlation with class
membership. Wherever and whenever this has occurred, we
have tended to talk of ethnic or nationality struggles. Exactly,
however, as in the case of the anti-imperialist struggles, these
struggles were rarely successful unless they were able to
mobilize the sentiments that emerged out of the underlying
class struggle for the appropriation of the surplus produced
within the capitalist system.

Nonetheless, if we pay attention only to the class struggle,
• because it is both obvious and fundamental, we shall lose from

view another political struggle that has absorbed at least as
much time and energy in historical capitalism. For the capital
ist system is a system that has pitted all accumulators of capital
against one another. Since the mode by which one pursued the
endless accumulation of capital was that of realizing the profits
coming from economic activity against the competitive efforts
of others, no individual entrepreneur could ever be more than
the fickle ally of any other entrepreneur, on pain of being
eliminated from the competitive scene altogether.

Entrepreneur against entrepreneur, economic sector against
economic sector, the entrepreneurs located in one state, or
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ethnic group, against those, in another-the struggle has been
by definition ceaseless. And this ceaseless struggle has con
stantly taken a political form, precisely because of the central
role of the states in the accumulation of capital. Sometimes
these struggles within .states have merely been over personnel
in the state-machineries and short-run state policies.
Sometimes, however, they have been over larger 'constitu
tional' issues which determine the rules governing the con-

, duct of shorter-run struggles, and thus the likelihood of one
faction or another prevailing. Whenever these struggles were
'constitutional' in nature, they required greater ideological
mobilization. In these cases, we heard talk of 'revolutions'
and 'great reforms' and the losing sides were often given op
probrious (but analytically inappropriate) labels. To the extent
that the political struggles for ,say, 'democracy' or 'liberty'
against 'feudalism' or 'tradition' have not been struggles of
the working classes against capitalism, they have been essen
tially struggles among the accumulators of capital for the ac
cumulation of capital. Such struggles were not the triumph of
a 'progressive' bourgeoisie against reactionary strata but intra
bourgeois struggles.

Of course, using 'universalizing' ideological slogans about
progress has been politically useful. It has been a way of as
sociating class struggle mobilization to one side of intra-accu
mulator struggles. But such ideological advantage has often
been a double-edged sword, unleashing passions and weaken
ing repressive restraints in the class struggle. This was of
course one of the ongoing dilemmas of the accumulators of
capital in historical capitalism. They were forced by the opera
tions of the system to act in class solidarity with one another
against the efforts of the work-force to pursue its contrary in
terests, but simultaneously to fight each other ceaselessly in
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both the economic and political arenas. This is exactly what
we mean by a contradiction within the system.

Many analysts, noticing that there are struggles other than
class struggles which absorb much of the total political energy
expended, have concluded that class analysis is of dubious rele
vance to the understanding of political struggle. This is a
curious inference. It would seem more sensible to conclude

that these non-class-based political struggles, that is, struggles
among accumulators for political advantage, are evidence of a
severe structural political weakness in the accumulator class in
its ongoing worldwide class struggle.

These political struggles can be rephrased as struggles to
shape the institutional structures of the capitalist world-eco
nomy so as to construct the kind of world market whose
operation would automatically favour particular economic ac
tors. The capitalist 'market' was never a given, and even less a
constant. It was a creation that was regularly recreated and ad
justed.

At any given time, the 'market' represented a set of rules or
constraints resulting from the complex interplay of four major
sets of institutions: the multiple states linked in an interstate
system; the multiple 'nations', whether fully recognized or
struggling for such public definition (and including those sub
nations, the 'ethnic groups'), in uneasy and uncertain relation
to the states; the classes, in evolving occupational contour and
in oscillating degrees of consciousness; and the income
pooling units engaged in common householding, combining
multiple persons engaged in multiple forms of labour and ob
taining income from multiple sources, in uneasy relationship
to the classes.

There were no fixed lodestars in this constellation of institu

tional forces. There were no 'primordial' entities that tended
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to prevail against the institutional forms pressed for by the ac
cumulators of capital in tandem with, and in opposition to,
the struggle of the work-force to resist appropriation of their

" economic product. The boundaries of each variant of an in
stitutional form, the 'rights' which it was legally and de facto
able to sustain, varied from zone to zone of the world-eco

nomy, over both cyclical and secular time. If the careful";
analyst's head reels in regarding this institutional vortex, he

, can steer a clear path by remembering that in historical capital
ism accumulators had no higher object than further accu
mulation, and that work-forces could therefore have no higher
object than survival and reducing their burden. Once that is

\.: remembered, one is able to make a great deal of sense out of I

the political history of the modern world.
In particular, one can begin to appreciate in their complexi

.ty the circumlocutory and often paradoxical or contradictory
positions of the anti-systemic movements that emerged in

},.historical capitalism. Let us begin with the most elementary
~:dilemma of all. Historical capitalism has operated within a v
~. world-economy but not within a world-state. Quite the con-
't trary. As we have seen, structural pressures militated against
{ any construction of a world-state. Within this system, we
~. have underlined the crucial role of the multiple states-at once
,~:;'the most poweful political structures, and yet of limited
j, power. Hence restructuring given states represented for work-
'.' forces at one and the same time the most promising path of
. improving their position, and a path of limited value.

We must begin by looking at what we might mean by an
" anti-systemic movement. The word movement implies some
~.~collective thrust of a more than momentary nature. In fact, of
<course, somewhat spontaneous protests or uprisings of work

forces have occurred in all known historical systems. They
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have served as safety-values for pent-up anger; or sometimes,
somewhat more effectively, as mechanisms that have set minor
limits to exploitative process. But generally speaking, rebel
lion as a technique has worked only at the margins of central
authority, particularly when central bureaucracies were in
phases of disintegration.

The structure of historical capitalism changed some of these
givens. The fact that states were located in an interstate
system meant that the repercussions of rebellions or uprisings
were felt, often quite rapidly, beyond the confines of the im
mediate political jurisdiction within which they occurred. $0

called 'outside' forces therefore had strong motives to come to
the aid of assailed state-machineries. This made rebellions
more difficult. On the other hand, the intrusion of the accu
mulators of capital, and hence of state-machineries, into the
daily life of the work-forces was far more intensive in general
under historical capitalism than under previous historical
systems. The endless accumulation of capital led to repeated
pressures to restructure the organization (and location) of
work, to increase the amount of absolute labour, and to bring
about the psycho-social reconstruction of the work-forces. In
this sense, for most of the world's work-forces, the disrup
tion, the discombobulation, and the exploitation was even 
greater. At the same time, the social disruption undermined
placatory modes of socialization. All in all, therefore, the
motivations to rebel were strengthened, despite the fact that
the possibilities of success were perhaps objectively lessened.

It was this extra strain which led to the great innovation in
the technology of rebellion that was developed in historical
capitalism. This innovation was the concept of permanent
organization. It is only in the nineteenth century that we
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begin to see the creation of continuing, bureaucratized struc- If

tures in their two great historical variants: labour-socialist
movements, and nationalist movements. Both kinds of move
ment talked a universal language-essentially that of the

, French Revolution: liberty, equality, and fraternity. Both
kinds of movement clothed themselves in the ideology of the
Enlightment-the inevitability of progress, that is human
emancipation justified by inherent human rights. Both kinds
of movement appealed to the future against the past, the new
against the old. Even when tradition was invoked, it was as
the basis of a renaissance, a rebirth.

Each of the two kinds of movement had, it is true, a diff
erent focus, and hence at first a different locus. The labour-

\.-

Socialistmovements focused on the conflicts between the urb-

an, landless, wage workers (the proletariat) and the owners of
the economic structures in which they worked (the bour
geoisie). These movements insisted that the allocation of
reward for work was fundamentally inegalitarian, oppressive,
and unjust. It was natural that such movements should first
emerge in those parts of the world-economy that had a signifi
cant industrial work-force-in particular, in western Europe.

The nationalist movements focused on the conflicts be- ./

8, tWeen the numerous 'oppressed peoples' (defined in terms of
.~linguistic and/or religious characteristics) and the particular
~.dominant 'peoples' of a given political jurisdiction, the former
~having far fewer political rights, economic opportunities, and

'i' legitimate forms of cultural expression than the latter. These
:~'movements insisted that the allocation of 'rights' was fun-
,;damentally inegalitarian, oppressive, and unjust. It was
\;natural that such movements should first emerge in those

J';semiperipheral regions of the world-economy, like the Austro-
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Hungarian Empire, where the uneven assignment of ethno
national groups in the hierarchy of labour-force allocation was
most obvious.

In general, up until quite recently, these two kinds of
movement considered themselves very different from, some
times even antagonistic to, the other. Alliances between them
were seen as tactical and temporary . Yet from the beginning,
it is striking the degree to which both kinds of movement

'---shared certain structural similarities. In the first place, after
considerable debate, both labour-socialist and nationalist
movements made the basic decision to become organizations
and the concurrent decision that their most important political
objective was the seizure of state power (even when, in the
case of some nationalist movements, this involved the creation

of new state boundaries). Secondly, the decision on the
strategy-the seizure of state power-required that these
movements mobilize popular forces on the basis of an anti
systemic, that is, revolutionary, ideology. They were against
the existing system-historical capitalism-which was built
on the basic capital-labour, core-periphery structured inequali
ties that the movements were seeking to overcome.

Of course, in an unequal system, there are always two ways
in which a low-ranking group can seek to get out of its low
rank. It can seek to restructure the system such that all have
equal rank. Or it can seek simply to move itself into a higher
rank in the unequal distribution. As we know, anti-systemic
movements, no matter how much they focused on egalitarian
objectives, always included elements whose objective, initially
or eventually, was merely to be 'upwardly mobile' within the
existing hierarchy. The movements themselves have always
been aware of this too. They have however tended to discuss
this problem in terms of individual motivations: the pure of
heart versus the betrayers of the cause. But when on analysis
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the 'betrayers of the cause' seem omnipresent in every par
ticular instance of the movements as they have historically
developed, one is led to look for structural rather than motiva
tional explanations.

The key to the problem may in fact lie in the basic strategic
decision to make the seizure of state power the pivot of the
movement's activities. The strategy had two fundamental
consequences. In the phase of mobilization, it pushed each
movement towards entering into tactical allianceswith groups
that were in no way 'anti-systemic' in order to reach its stra
tegic objective. These alliances modified the structure of the
anti-systemic movements themselves, even in the mobilization
.stage. Even more importantly, the strategy eventually suc
ceeded in many cases. Many of the movements achieved partial

. or even total state power. These successful movements were
;;'. then confronted with the realities of the limitations of state

power within the capitalist world-economy. They found that
, they were constrained by the functioning of the interstate

system to exercise their power in ways that muted the 'anti
systemic' objectives that were their raison d'etre.

This seems so obvious that one must then wonder why the
.., movements based their strategy on such a seemingly self-de

feating objective. The answer was quite simple: given the
political structure of historical capitalism, they had little
choice. There seemed to be no more promising alternative
strategy. The seizure of state power at least promised to

:. change the balance of power between contending groups
l' somewhat. That is to say, the seizure of power represented a
(1 .reform of the system. The reforms in fact did improve the situ
/ ation, but always at the price of also strengthening the system.
. Can we therefore summarize the work of the world's anti

. systemic movements for over one hundred and fifty years as
simply the strengthening of historical capitalism via refor-
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mism? No, but that is because the politics of historical
capitalism was more than the politics of the various states. It
has been the politics of the interstate system as well. The anti
systemic movements existed from the beginning not only in
dividually but also as a collective whole, albeit never bureau
cratically organized. (The multiple internationals have never
included the totality of these movements.) A key factor in the
strength of any given movement has always been the existence
of other movements.

Other movements have provided any given movement with
three kinds of support. The most obvious is material; helpful,
but perhaps of least significance. A second is diversionary sup
port. The ability of a given strong state to intervene against an
anti-systemic movement located in a weaker state, for exam
ple, was always a function of how many other things were on
its immediate political agenda. The more a given state was
preoccupied with a local anti-systemic movement, the less
ability it had to be occupied with a faraway anti-systemic
movement. The third and most fundamental support is at the
level of collective mentalities. Movements learned from each

other's errors and were encouraged by each other's tactical
success~s.And the efforts of the movements worldwide affect

ed the basic worldwide political ambiance-the expectations,
the analysis of possibilities.

r As the movements grew in number, in history, and in tac
tical successes, they seemed stronger as a collective pheno
menon, and because they seemed stronger they were.
Thegreater collective strength worldwide served as a check on
'revisionist' tendencies of movements in state power-no
more, but no less, than that-and this has been greater in its
effect on undermining the political stability of historical
capitalism than the sum of the system-strengthening effects of

, the seizure of state power by successiveindividual movements.
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Finally, one other factor has come into play. As the two
varieties of anti-systemic movements have spread (the labour
socialist movements from a few strong states to all others, the
nationalist movements from a few peripheral zones to every
where else), the distinction between the two kinds of move
ment has become increasingly blurred. Labour-socialist move
ments have found that nationalist themes were central to their j'

mobilization efforts and their exercise of state power. But
nationalist movements have discovered the inverse. In order to

mobilize effectively and govern, they had to canalize the con
cerns of the work-force for egalitarian restructuring. As the
themes began to overlap heavily and the distinctive organiza
tional formats tended to disappear or coalesce into a single
structure, the strength bf anti-systemic movements, especially
as a worldwide collective whole, was dramatically increased.

One of the strengths of the anti-systemic movements is that
they have come to power in a large number of states. This has
changed the ongoing politics of the world-system. But this
strength has also been a weakness, since the so-called post
revolutionary regimes continue to function as part of the social
division of labour of historical capitalism. They have thereby
,operated, willy nilly, under the relentless pressures of the drive
for the endless accumulation of capital. The political conse
quence internally has been the continued exploitation of the
labour-force, if in a reduced and ameliorated form in many in-

e stances. This has led to internal tensions paralleling those
'; found in states that were not 'post-revolutionary', and this in
{. turn has bred the emergence of new anti-systemic movements
:' within these states. The struggle for the benefits has been go-
:: ing on both within these post-revolutionary states and every-
, where else, because, within the framework of the capitalist
. world-economy, the imperatives of accumulation have operat

ed throughout the sytem. Changes in state structures have
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altered the politics of accumulation; they have not yet been
able to end them.

Initially, we postponed the questions: how real have been
the benefits in historical capitalism? how great has been the
change in the quality of life? It should be clear now that there
is no simple answer. 'For whom?', we must ask. Historical'~/
capitalism has involved a monumental creation of material
goods, but also a monumental polarization of reward. Many
have benefited enormously, but many more have known a
substantial reduction in their real total incomes and in the

quality of their lives. The polarization has of course also been
spatial, and hence it has seemed in some areas not to exist.
That too has been the consequence of a struggle for the bene-
fits. The geography of benefit has frequently shifted, thus
masking the reality of polarization. But over the whole of the
time-space zone encompassed by historical capitalism, the
endless accumulation of capital has meant the incessant widen
ing of the real gap.

3.

Truth as Opiate:
Rationality

and Rationalization

I

j



Historical capitalism has been, we know, Promethean in its
aspirations. Although scientific and technological change has
been a constant of human historical activity, it is only with
historical capitalism that Prometheus, always there, has been

'unbound', in David Landes's phrase. The basic collective im- .,/
age we now have of this scientific culture of historical capital
ism is that it was propounded by noble knights against the
staunch resistance of the forces of 'traditional', non-scientific
culture. In the seventeenth century, it was Galileo against the
Church; in the twentieth, the 'modernizer' against the
mullah. At all points, it was said to have been 'rationality'
versus 'superstition', and 'freedom' versus 'intellectual op
pression'. This was presumed to be parallel to (even identical
with) the revolt in the arena of the political economy of the
bourgeois entrepreneur against the aristocratic landlord.

This basic image of a worldwide cultural struggle has had a
hidden premiss, namely one about temporality. 'Modernity'
was assumed to be temporally new, whereas 'tradition' was
temporally old and prior to modernity; indeed, in some strong
versions of the imagery, tradition was ahistorical and therefore
virtually eternal. This premiss was historically false and
therefore fundamentally misleading. The multiple cultures,
the multiple 'traditions' that have flourished within the time
space boundaries of historical capitalism, have been no more
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primordial than the multiple institutional frameworks. They
are largely the creatjon of the modern world, part of its ideo
logical scaffolding. Links of the various 'traditions' to groups
and ideologies that predate historical capitalism have existed,
of course, in the sense that they have often been constructed
using some historical and intellectual materials already exis
tent. Furthermore, the assertion of such transhistoricallinks
has played an important role in the cohesiveness of groups in
their politico-economic struggles within historical capitalism.
But, if we wish to understand the cultural forms these strug
gles take, we cannot afford to take 'traditions' at their face
value, and in particular we cannot afford to assume that 'tradi
tions' are in fact traditional.
\./It was in the interests of those who wished to facilitate the
accumulation of capital, that work-forces be created in the
right places and at the lowest possible levels of remuneration.
We have already discussed how the lower rates of pay for peri
pheral economic activities in the world-economy were made
possible by the creation of households in which wage labour
played a minority role as a source of income. One way in
which such households were 'created', that is, pressured to
structure themselves, was the 'ethnicization' of community
life in historical capitalism. What we mean by 'ethnic groups'

). are sizeable groups of people to whom were reserved certain
occupational! economic roles in relation to other such groups
living in geographic proximity. The outward symbolization
of such labour-force allocation was the distinctive 'culture' of

the ethnic group-its religion, its language, its 'values', its
particular set of everyday behaviour patterns.

Of course, Iam not suggesting that there was anything like
a perfect caste system in historical capitalism. But, provided
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we keep our occupational categories sufficiently broad, I am
suggesting that there is, and always has been, a rather high
correlation between ethnicity and occupation/economic role
throughout the various time-space zones of historical capital
ism. I am further suggesting that these labour-force alloca
tions have varied over time, and that as they varied, so did
ethnicity-in terms of the boundaries and defining cultural
features of the group, and further that there is almost no
correlation between present-day ethnic labour-force allocation
and the patterns of the purported ancestors of present-day
ethnic groups in periods prior to historical capitalism.

The ethnicization of the world work-force has had three

main consequences that have been important for the function
ing of the world-economy. First of all, it has made possible the
reproduction of the work-force, not in the sense of providing
sufficient income for the survival of groups but in the sense of
providing sufficient workers in each category at appropriate

~ levels of income expectations in terms both of total amounts
and of the forms the household income would take. Further

more, precisely because the work-force was ethnicized, its
allocation was flexible. Large-scale geographical and occupa

-, tional mobility has been made easier, not more difficult, by
ethnicity. Under the pressure of changing economic condi
tions, all that was required to change work-force allocation
was for some enterprising individuals to take the lead in geo
graphical or occupational resettlement, and to be rewarded for
it; this promptly exerted a natural 'pull' on other members of
the ethnic group to transfer their locations in the world
economy.

Secondly, ethnicization has provided an in-built training
mechanism of the work-force, ensuring that a large part of the
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socialization in occupational tasks would be done within the
framework of ethnically-defined households and not at the
cost of either employers of wage-workers, or the states.

Thirdly, and probably most important, ethnicization has
encrusted ranking of occupational! economic roles, providing
an easy code for overall income distribution-clothed with the
legitimization of 'tradition'.

1,/ It is this third consequence that has been elaborated in
greatest detail and has formed one of the most significant
pillars of historical capitalism, institutional racism. What we
mean by racism has little to do with the xenophobia that ex
isted in various prior historical systems. Xenophobia was
literally fear of the 'stranger'. Racism within historical
capitalism had nothing to do with 'strangers'. Quite the con
trary. Racism was the mode by which various segments of the
work-force within the same economic structure were con

strained to relate to each other. Racism was the ideological
justification for the hierarchization of the work-force and its
highly unequal distributions of reward. What we mean by
racism is that set of ideological statements combined with that
set of continuing practices which have had the consequence of
maintaining a high correlation of ethnicity and work-force
allocation over time. The ideological statements have been in
the form of allegations that genetic and/or long-lasting
'cultural' traits of various groups are the major cause of dif
ferential allocation to positions in the economic structures.
However, the beliefs that certain groups were 'superior' to
others in certain characteristics relevant to performance in the
economic arena always came into being after, rather than
before, the location of these groups in the work-force. Racism

l/has always been post hoc. It has been asserted that those who
have been economically and politically oppressed are culturally
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'inferior'. If, for any reason, the locus in the economic hierar
chy changed, the locus in the social hierarchy tended to follow
(with some lag, to be sure, since it always took a generation or
two to eradicate the effect of previous socialization).

Racism has served as an overall ideology justifying inequali
ty. But it has been much more. It has served to socialize
groups into their own role in the economy. The attitudes in
culcated (the prejudices, the overtly discriminatory behaviour
in everyday life) served to establish the framework of appro
priate and legitimate behaviour for oneself and for others in
one's own household and ethnic group. Racism, just like sex
ism, functioned as a self-suppressive ideology, fashioning ex
pectations and limiting them.

Racism was certainly not only self-suppressive; it was
oppressive. It served to keep low-ranking groups in line, and
utilize middle-ranking groups as the unpaid soldiers of the
world police system. In this way, not only were the financial
costs of the political structures reduced significantly, but the
ability of anti-systemic groups to mobilize wide populations
was rendered more difficult, since racism structually set vic
tims against victims.

Racism was not a simple phenomenon. There was in a sense
a basic world-wide fault line, marking off relative status in the
world-system as a whole. This was the 'colour' line. What
was 'white' or upper stratum has of course been a social and
not a physiological phenomenon, as should be evident by the
historically-shifting position, in worldwide (and national)
socially-defined 'colour lines', of such groups as southern
Europeans, Arabs, Latin American mestizos, and East Asians.

Colour (or physiology) was an easy tag to utilize, since it is
inherently hard to disguise, and, insofar as it has been historic
ally convenient, given the origins of historical capitalism in
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Europe, it has been utilized. But whenever it was not conve
nient, it has been discarded or modified in favour of other
identifying characteristics. In many particular places, the sets
of identifiers have thus become quite complex. When one con
siders the additional fact that the social division of labour was

constantly evolving, ethnic/racial identification turned out to
be a highly unstable basis for delineating the boundaries of the
existing social groups. Groups came and went and changed
their self-definitions with considerable ease (and were perceiv
ed by others as having different boundaries with equal ease).
But the volatility of any given group's boundaries was not in
consistent with, indeed was probably a function of, the per
sistence of an overall hierarchy of groups, that is, the ethnici
zation of the world work-force.

Racism has thus been a cultural pillar of historical capital
ism. Its intellectual vacuity has not prevented it from unleash
ing terrible cruelties. Nonetheless, given the rise of the
world's anti-systemic movements in the past fifty to one hun
dred years, it has recently been under sharp attack. Indeed, to
day racism in its crude variants is undergoing some
delegitimization at the world level. Racism, however, has not
been the only ideological pillar of historical capitalism. Racism
has been of greatest importance in construction and reproduc
tion of appropriate work forces. Their reproduction
nonetheless was insufficient to permit the endless accumula
tion of capital. Work-forces could not be expected to perform
efficiently and continuously unless they were managed by

,cadres. Cadres too have had to be created, socialized,

i~duced. The primary ideology that operated to create,
socialize, and reproduce them was not the ideology of racism.
It was that of universalism.

Universalism is an epistemology. It is a set of beliefs about
what is knowable and how it can be known. The essence of
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this view is that there exist meaningful general statements
about the world-the physical world, the social world-that
are universally and permanently true, and that the object of
science is the search for these general statements in a form that
eliminates all so-called subjective, that is, all historically-con
strained, elements from its formulation ..

The belief in universalism has been the keystone of the ideo- V
logical arch of historical capitalism. Universalism is a faith, as
well as an epistemology. It requires not merely respect but re
verence for the elusive but allegedly real phenomenon of truth.
The universities have been both the workshops of the ideology
and the temples of the faith. Harvard emblazons Veritas on its
escutcheon. While it has always been asserted that one could
never know truth definitively-this is what is supposed to dis
tinguish modern science from medieval Western theology-it
was also constantly asserted that the search for truth was the
raison d'etre of the university, and more widely of all intellec
tual activity. Keats, to justify art, told us that 'truth is beauty,
beauty truth.' In the United States, a favourite politicaljustifi
cation of civil liberties is that truth can only be known as a
result of the interplay that occurs in the 'free market-place of
ideas' .

Truth as a cultural ideal has functioned as an opiate, perhaps'
the only serious opiate of the modern world. Karl Marx said
that religion was the opiate of the masses. Raymond Aron re
torted that Marxist ideas were in turn the opiate of the intel
lectuals. There is perspicacity in both these polemical thrusts.
But is perspicacity truth? I wish to suggest that perhaps truth
has been the real opiate, of both the masses and the intellec
tuals. Opiates, to be sure, are not unremittingly evil. They
ease pain. They enable people to escape from hard realities
when they fear that confrontation with reality can only
precipitate inevitable loss or decline. But nonetheless most of
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us do not recommend opiates. Neither Marx nor Raymond
Aron did. In most states and for most purposes they are il
legal.

~ Our collective education has taught us that the search for
truth is a disinterested virtue when in fact it is a self-interested

rationalization. The search for truth, proclaimed as the corner-
I stone of progress, and therefore of well-being, has been at the

very least consonant with the maintenance of a hierarchical,
.unequal social structure in a number of specific respects. The
processes involved in the expansion of the capitalist world
economy-the peripheralization of economic structures, the
creation of weak state structures participating in and con
strained by an interstate system-involved a number of pres
sures at the level of culture: Christian pro-selytization; the im
position of European language; instruction in specific techno
logies and mores; changes in the legal codes. Many of these
changes were made manu militari. Others were achieved by
the persuasion of 'educators', whose authority was ultimately
backed by military force. That is that complex of processes we
sometimes label 'westernization', or even more arrogantly

" 'modernization', and which was legitimated by the desirabili
ty of sharing both the fruits of and faith in the ideology of uni
versalism.

There were two main motives behind these enforced

~ cultural changes. One was economic efficiency. If given per
sons were expected to perform in given ways in the economic
arenas, it was efficient both to teach them the requisite
cultural norms and to eradicate competing cultural norms.

•.The second was political security. It was believed that if the
so-called elites of peripheral areas were 'westernized', they
would be separated from their 'masses', and hence less likely
to revolt-certainly less able to organize a following for
revolts. This turned out to be a monumental miscalculation,
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but it was plausible and did work for a while. (A third motive
was hybris on the part of the conquerors. I do not discount it,
but it is not necessary to invoke it in order to account for the
cultural pressures, which would have been just as great in its
absence.) /

Whereas racism served as a mechanism of world-wide con-v

trol of direct producers, universalism served to direct the acti
vities of the bourgeoisie of other states and various middle
strata world-wide into channels that would maximize the

close integration of production processes and the smooth op
eration of the interstate system, thereby facilitating the accu
mulation of capital. This required the creation of a world
bourgeois cultural framework that could be grafted onto 'na
tional' variations. This was particularly important in terms of
science and technology, but also in the realm of political ideas
and the social sciences.

The concept of a neutral 'universal' culture to which the \
cadres of the world division of labour would be 'assimilated'

(the passive voice being important here) hence came to serve as
one of the pillars of the world-system as it historically evolved.
The exaltation of progres·s, and later of 'modernization', sum
marized this set of ideas, which served less as true norms of
social action than as status-symbols of obeisance and of partici
pation in the world's upper strata. The break from the sup-
.posedly culturally-narrow religious bases of knowledge in
favour of supposedly trans-cultural scientific bases of
knowledge served as the self-justification of a particularly per
nicious form of cultural imperalism. It dominated in the name

\ of intellectual liberation; it imposed in the name of scepticism.
The process of rationalization central to capitalism has re

quired the creation of an intermediate stratum comprising the
specialists of this rationalization, as administrators, techni
cians, scientists, educators. The very complexity of not only
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the technology but the social system has made it essential that
this stratum be large and, over time, expanding. The funds
that have been used to support it have been drawn from the
global surplus, as extracted through entrepreneurs and states.
In this elementary but fundamental sense these cadres have
therefore been part of the bourgeoisie whose claim to par
ticipation in the sharing-out of the surplus has been given
precise ideological form in the twentieth-century concept of
human capital. Having relatively little real capital to transmit
as the heritage of their household, such cadres have sought to
guarantee succession by securing preferential access for their
children to the educational channels which guarantee position.
This preferential access has been conveniently presented as
achievement, supposedly legitimated by a narrowly-defined
'equality of opportunity'.

Scientific culture thus became the fraternal code of the

world's accumulators of capital. It served first of all to justify
both their own activities and the differential rewards from

which they benefited. It promoted technological innovation.
It legitimated the harsh elimination of barriers to the expan
sion of productive efficiencies. It generated a form of progress
that would be of benefit to all-if not immediately then even-

r tually ..
. Scientific culture was more however than a mere rationali-

zation. It was a form of socialization of the diverse elements
that were the cadres of all the institutional structures that

were needed. As a language common to cadres but not direct
ly to the labour-force, it became also a means of class cohesion
for the upper stratum, limiting the prospects or extent of re
bellious activity on the part of cadres who might be so tempt-

, ~d. Furthermore, it was a flexible mechanism for the repro
duction of these cadres. It lent itself to the concept known to
day as 'meritocracy', previously 'la carriere ouverte aux
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talents'. Scientific culture created a framework within which

individual mobility was possible without threatening hierar-_,
chical work-force allocation. On the contrary, meritocracy \
reinforced hierarchy. Finally, meritocracy as an operation and
scientific culture as an ideology created veils that hindered
perception of the underlying operations of historical capital
ism. The great emphasis on the rationality of scientific activity
was the mask of the irrationality of endless accumulation.

Universalism and racism may seem on the surface strange \.
bedfellows, if not virtually antithetical doctrines-one open,
the other closed; one equalizing, the other polarizing; one in
viting rational discourse, the other incarnating prejudice. Yet,
since these two doctrines have spread and prevailed con
comitantly with the evolution of historical capitalism, we
should look more closely at the ways in which they may have
been compatible.

There was a catch to universalism. It did not make its way v
as a free-floating ideology but as one propagated by those who
held economic and political power in the world-system of
historical capitalism. Universalism was offered to the world as
a gift of the powerful to the weak. Timeo Danaos et dona

ferentes! The gift itself harboured racism, for it gave the reci- v
'f 'pient two choices: accept the gift, thereby acknowledging that
,t'; one was low on the hierarchy of achieved wisdom; refuse the
~.',gift, thereby denying oneself weapons that could reverse the
,- unequal real power situation.

It is not strange that even the cadres who were being co
.,opted into privilege were deeply ambivalent about the message

'. of universalism, vacillating between enthusiastic discipleship
~, and a cultural rejection brought on by repugnance for racist as
, sumptions. This ambivalence was expressed in the multiple
" movements of cultural 'renaissance'. The very word renais
. sauce, which was widely used in many zones of the world,
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itself incarnated the ambivalence. By speaking of rebirth, one
affirmed an era of prior cultural glory but one also acknow
ledged a cultural inferiority as of that moment. The word re
birth was itself copied from the specific cultural history of
Europe.

One might have thought that the world's work-forces were
more immune from this ambivalence, never having been in
vited to sup at the lord's table. In fact, however, the political
expressions of the world's work-forces, the anti-systemic
movements, have themselves been deeply imbued with ther--

b-Same ambivalence. The anti-systemic movements, as we have
already remarked, clothed themselves in the ideology of the
Enlightenment, itself a prime product of universalist ideology.
They thereby lay for themselves the cultural trap in which
they have remained ever since: seeking to undermine historical
capitalism, using strategies and setting medium-term objec-

. tives that derived from the very 'ideas of the ruling classes'
~they sought to destroy.
\" The socialist variant of anti-systemic movements was, from

the outset, committed to scientific progress. Marx, wishing to
distinguish himself from others he denounced as 'utopians',
asserted that he was advocating 'scientific socalism'. His
writings laid emphasis on the ways in which capitalism was
'progressive'. The concept that socialism would come first in
the most 'advanced' countries suggested a process whereby
socialism would grow out of (as well as in reaction to) the fur
ther advancement of capitalism. The socialist revolution
would thus emulate and come after the 'bourgeois revolution'.
Some later theorists even argued that it was therefore the duty
of socialists to assist in the bourgeois revolution in those coun
tries in which it had not yet occurred.

The later differences between the Second and Third Inter

nationals did not involve a disagreement over this epistemo-
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logy, which both shared. Indeed, both Social-Democrats and
Communists in power have tended to give great prority to the
further development of the means of production. Lenin's
slogan that 'Communism equals socialism plus electricity' still
hangs today in enormous banners on the streets of Moscow.
Insofar as these movements, once in power-Social-Demo
crats and Communists alike-implemented Stalin's slogans of
'socialism in one country', they thereby necessarily furthered
the process of the commodification of everything that has been
so essential to the global accumulation of capital. Insofar as
they remained within the interstate system-indeed struggled
to remain within it against all attempts to oust them-they ac
cepted and furthered the world-wide reality of the dominance
of the law of value. 'Socialist man' looked suspiciously like
Taylorism run wild.

There have been of course 'socialist' ideologies which have
purported to reject the universalism of the Enlightenment,
and have advocated various 'indigenous' varieties of socalism
for peripheral zones of the world-economy. To the extent that
these formulations were more than mere rhetoric, they seemed
to be de facto attempts to use as a base unit of the process of
commodification not the new households that share income

but larger communal entities that were, it was argued, more
'traditional'. By and large, these attempts, when serious,
turned out to be fruitless. In any case, the mainstream of
world socialist movements tended to denounce these attempts
as non-socialist, as forms of a retrograde cultural nationalism.

At first view, the nationalist variety of anti-systemic move
ments, by the very centrality of their separatist themes, seem
ed less beholden to the ideology of universalism. A closer
look, however, belies this impression. Certainly, nationalism
inevitably had a cultural component, in which particular
movements argued for the reinforcement of national 'tradi-
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tions', a national language, often a religious heritage. But was
cultural nationalism cultural resistance to the pressures of the
accumulators of capital? In fact, two major elements of
cultural nationalism moved in opposite directions. First, the
unit chosen as the vehicle to contain the culture tended to be

the state that was a member of the interstate system. It was
most often this state that was invested with a 'national'

culture. In virtually every case, this involved a distortion of
cultural continuities, frequently very severe. In almost all
cases, the assertion of a state-encased national culture inevit
ably involved as much suppression of continuities as reasser
tion of them. In all cases, it reinforced the state structures, and
thus the interstate system, and historical capitalism as a world
system.

Secondly, a comparative look at the cultural reassertions
among all these states makes clear that while they varied in
form, they tended to be identical in content. The morphemes
of the languages differed but the vocabulary list began to con
verge. The rituals and theologies of the world's religions
might all have been reinvigorated but they began to be less
different in actual content than previously. And the
antecedents of scientificity were rediscovered under many diff
erent names. In short, much of cultural nationalism has been a
gigantic charade. More than that, cultural nationalism like
'socialist culture' has often been a major stalwart of the uni
versalist ideology of the modern world, purveying it to the
world's work-forces in ways they found more palatable. In
this sense, the anti-systemic movements have often served as
the cultural intermediaries of the powerful to the weak,
vitiating rather than crystallizing their deep-rooted sources of
resistance.
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The contradictions inherent in the state-seizure strategy of
anti-systemic movements combined with their tacit acceptance
of the universalist epistemology has had serious consequences
for these movements. They have had to deal increasingly with
the phenomenon of disillusionment, to which their major
ideological response has been the reaffirmation of the central
justification of historical capitalism: the automatic, and in
evitable quality of progress, or as it is now popular to say in
the USSR the 'scientific-technological revolution' .

Beginning in the twentieth century, and with increasing
. vehemence since the 1960's, the theme of the 'civilizational

project', as Anouar Abdel-Malek likes to call it, has begun to
gain strength. While for many the new language of 'en
dogenous alternatives' has served as merely a verbal variant of
old universalizing cultural nationalist themes, for others there
is genuinely new epistemological content in the theme. The
'civilizational project' has reopened the question of whether
transhistorical truths really exist. A form of truth, which '""\
reflected the power realities and economic imperatives of
historical capitalism, has flourished and permeated the globe.
That is true, as we have seen. But how much light does this
form of truth shed upon the process of decline of this historical
system, or on the existence of real historical alternatives to
historical system based on the endless accumulation of capital?
Therein lies the question.

This newer form of fundamental cultural resistance has a
material base. The successive mobilizations of the world's

anti-systemic movements have increasingly over time recruited
elements, economically and politically more marginal to the
functioning of the system and less likely to profit, even even
tually, from the accumulated surplus. At the same time, the
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successivedemythologizations of these movements themselves
have undermined the reproduction of universalist ideology
within them, and the movements have thus begun to be open
to more and more of these elements who have questioned ever
more of their premisses. Compared with the profile of the
membership of the world's anti-systemic movements from
1850 to 1950, their profile from 1950 onwards contained more
from peripheral zones, more women, more from 'minority'
groups (however defined), and more of the work-force
towards the unskilled, lowest-paid end of the scale. This was
true both in the world as a whole and within all the states,

both in the membership and in the leadership. Such a shift in
social base could not but alter the cultural-ideological predilec
tions of the world's anti-systemic movements.

We have tried thus far to describe how capitalism has in fact
operated as a historical system. Historical systems however are
just that-historical. They come into existence and eventually
go out of existence, the consequence of internal processes in
which the exacerbation of the internal contradictions lead to a

structural crisis. Structural crises are massive, not momentary.
They take time to play themselves out. Historical capitalism
entered into its structural crisis in the early twentieth century
and will probably see its demise as a historical system
sometime in the next century. What will follow is hazardous
to predict. What we can do now is analyze the dimensions of
the structural crisis itself and try to preceive the directions in
which the systemic crisis is taking us.

,/ The first and probably most fundamental aspect of this crisis
is that we are now close to th~ commodification of every
thing. That is, historical capitalism is in crisis precisely
because, in pursuing the endless accumulation of capital, it is
beginning to approximate that state of being Adam Smith as-
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serted was 'natural' to man but which has never historically
existed. The 'propensity [of humanity] to truck, barter, and-1
exchange one thing for another' has entered into domains and
zones previously untouched, and the pressure to expand com
modification is relatively unchecked. Marx spoke of the
market as being a 'veil' that hid the social relations of produc- __'
tion. This was only true in the sense that, in comparison with
direct local appropriation of surplus, indirect market (and
therefore extra-local) appropriation of surplus was harder to
discern and thus more difficult to combat politically for the
world's work-force. The 'market' however operated in the
quantitative terms of a general measure, money, and this clari
fied rather than mystified how much was actually being ap
propriated. What the accumulators of capital have counted on
as a political safety-net is that only part of the labour has been
so measured. Insofar as more and more labour is commodified,
and householding becomes more and more a nexus of com
modity relations, the flow of surplus becomes more and more
visible, The political counterpressures thereby become more
and more mobilized, and the structure of the economy more
and more a direct target of the mobilization. The ac
cumulators of capital, far from seeking to speed up prQ,
letarianization, try to retard it. But they cannot do so entirely,
because of the contradictions of their own interests, being
both individual entrepreneur and members of a class.

This is a steady~ ceaseless process, impossible to contain as
long as the economy driven by the endless accumulation of
capital. The system may prolong its life by slowing down

,/ some of the activities which are wearing it out, but death
always looms somewhere on the horizon.

One of the ways in which the accumulators of capital have
prolonged the system is the political constraints they have
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built into it, which have forced anti-systemic movements
along the paths of the creation of formal organizations using a
strategy of seizure of state power. They had no real choice,
but the strategy was a self-limiting one.

However, as we have seen, the contradictions of this

strategy have themselves bred a crisis at the political level.
This is not a crisis of the interstate system, which is still func
tioning very well in its primary mission to maintain hierarchy
and contain opposition movements. The political crisis is the ~
crisis of the anti-systemic movements themselves. As the dis
tiIiction between socialist and nationalist movements begins to
blur, and as more and more of these movements achieve state

power (with all its limitations), the worldwide collectivity of
movements has forced upon it a reassessment of all its pieties
deriving from the original analyses of the nineteenth century.
As the successof accumulators in ~ccumulating has created too
much commodification which threatens the system as such, so
the success of the anti-systemic movements in seizing power
has created too much reinforcement of the system which
threatens to break through the acceptance by the world's
wor k-forces of this self-limiting strategy.
~Hnally, the crisis is cultural. The crisis of the anti-systemic
movements, the questioning of basic strategy, is leading to a
questioning of the premisses of universalist ideology. This is
going on in two arenas: the movements where the search for
'civilizational' alternatives is for the first time being taken
seriously; and intellectual life, where the whole intellectual ap
paratus which came into being from the fourteenth century on
is being slowly placed in doubt. In part, once again, this doubt
is the product of its success. In the physical sciences, the inter
nal processes of enquiry generated by modern scientific
method seem to be leading to the questioning of the existing
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of the universal laws which were its premiss. Today there is
talk of inserting 'temporality' into science. In the social
sciences, a poor relation at one level, but the queen (that is,
the culmination) of the sciences at another level, the whole
developmentalist paradigm is today being explicity questioned
at its heart.

The re-opening of intellectual issues is on the one hand
therefore the product of internal success and internal con
tradictions. But it is also the product of the pressures of the
movements, themselves in crisis, to be able to cope with, fight
more effectively against, the structures of historical capitalism,
whose crisis is the starting-point of all other activity.

The crisis of historical capitalism is often spoken of as the
transition from capitalism to socialism. I agree with the for
mula, but it does not say much. We do not know yet how a
socialist world order, one that radically narrows the gap of
material well-being and disparity of real power between all
persons, would operate. Existing states or movements which
call themselves socialist offer little guide to the future. They
are phenomena of the present, that is of the historical capitalist
world-system, and must be evaluated within that framework.
They may be agents of the demise of capitalism, though hard- /
ly uniformly so, as we have indicated. But the future world 1./

order will construct itself slowly, in ways we can barely im
agine, never mind predict. It is therefore somewhat a leap of
faith to believe that it will be good, or even better. But what \
we have we know has not been good, and as historical
capitalism has proceeded on its historical path, .it has in my
view-by its very success-got worse, not better.





If there is one idea which is associated with the modern world,
is indeed its centrepiece, it is that of progress. That is not to
say that everyone has believed in progress. In the great public
ideological debate between conservatives and liberals, which
partly preceded, but more especially followed, the French
Revolution, the essence of the conservative position lay in
doubt that the changes that Europe and the world were under
going could be considered progress, or indeed that progress
was a relevant and meaningful concept. Nevertheless, as we
know, it was the liberals who heralded the age and incarnated
what would become in the nineteenth century the dominant
ideology of the long-existing capitalist world-economy.

It is not surprising that liberals believed in progress. The
idea of progress justified the entire transition from feudalism
to capitalism. It legitimated the breaking of the remaining op
position to the commodification of everything, and it tended
to wipe away all the negatives of capitalism on the grounds
that the benefits outweighed, by far, the harm. It is not at all
surprising, therefore, that liberals believed in progress.

What is surprising is that their ideological opponents, the
Marxists-the anti-liberals, the representatives of the oppress
ed working classes-believed in progress with at least as much
passion as the liberals. No doubt, this belief served an impor
tant ideological purpose for them in turn. It justified the acti
vities of the world socialist movement on the grounds that it
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incarnated the inevitable trend of historical development. Fur
thermore, it seemed very clever to propound this ideology, in
that it purported to use the very ideas of bourgeois liberals to
confound them.

There were unfortunately two minor shortcomings with
the seemingly astute and certainly enthusiastic embrace of this
secular faith in progress. While the idea of progress justified

/socialism, it justified capitalism too. One could hardly sing
hosannas to the proletariat without offering prior praise to the
bourgeoisie. Marx's' famous writings on India offered ample
evidence of this, but so indeed did the Communist Manifesto.
Furthermore, the measure of progress being materialist (and
could Marxists not assent to this?), the idea of progress could
be turned, and has been turned in the past fifty years, against
all the 'experiments in socialism'. Who has not heard the con
demnations of the USSRon the grounds that its standard of liv
ing is below that of the USA? Furthermore, despite
Krushchev's boasts, there is little reason to believe that this

disparity will cease to exist fifty years, from now.
The Marxist embrace of an evolutionary model of progress

has been an enormous trap, which socialists have begun to
suspect only recently, as one element in the ideological crisis
that has been part of the overall structural crisis of the capital
ist world-economy.
,,;-'ft is simply not true that capitalism as a historical system has
represented progress over the various previous historical
systems that it destroyed or transformed. Even as I write this,

{ I feel the tremour that accompanies the sense of blasphemy. I
fear the wrath of the gods, for I have been moulded in the
same ideological forge as all my compeers and have worshipp
ed at the same shrines..

Ofie of the problems in analyzing progress is the one-sided
ness of all measures proposed. It is said that scientific and tech-
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nological progress is unquestionable and breathtaking, which
is surely true, especially insofar as most technical knowledge is
cumulative. But we never seriously discuss how much know
ledge we have lost in the world-wide sweep of the ideology of
universalism. Or if we do, we categorize such lost knowledge
as mere (?) wisdom. Yet, at the simple technical levels of agri
cultural productivity and biological wholeness, we have been
discovering of late that methods of human action discarded a
century or two ago (a process enforced by enlightened elites
upon backward masses) often need to be revived because they
turn out to be more, not less, efficacious. More importantly,
we are discovering at the very 'frontiers' of advanced science
the tentative reinsertion of premisses triumphantly discarded a
century, or five centuries, ago.

~ It is said that historical capitalism has transformed the
mechanical outreach of humanity. Each input of human
energy has been rewarded with steadily greater outputs of pro
ducts, which is surely true as well. But we do not calculate to
what degree this has meant that humanity has reduced or in
creased the total inputs of energy that individuals separately,
or all people within the capitalist world-economy collectively,
have been called upon to invest, whether per unit of time or
per lifetime. Can we be so sure that the world is less burden- v
some under historical capitalism than under prior systems?
There is ample reason to doubt this, as is attested by the incor
poration within our very superegos of the compulsion to
work.

'It is said that under no previous historical system did people
live as comfortable a material life or have such a range of alter
native life-experiences at their disposal as in this present
system. Once again, this assertion rings true, is revealed by
those comparison we regularly make with the lives of our im
mediate ancestors. Still, doubts in this domain have grown
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steadily throughout the twentieth century, as our now fre
quent references to •quality of life' and mounting concern
with anomie, alienation, and psychic maladies indicate. Finally
it is said that historical capitalism has brought a massive in
crease in the margin of human safety-against hurt and death
from endemic dangers (the four horsemen of the Apocalypse)
and against erratic violence. Once again this is incontestable at
a micro level (despite the recently rediscovered dangers of urb
an life). But has this really been true ata macro level, even up
to now, and even omitting the Damoclean sword of nuclear
w;lr?

.>/ It is, let me say, at the very least by no means self-evident
that there is more liberty, equality, and fraternity in the world
today than there was one thousand years ago. One might
arguably suggest that the opposite is true. I seek to paint no
idyll of the worlds before historical capitalism. They were
worlds of little liberty, little equality, and little fraternity.<:t'he
only question is whether historical capitalism represented pro
gress in these regards, or regressioOf

I do not speak of a measure of comparative cruelties. This
would be hard to devise, lugubrious also, although there is lit
tle reason to be sanguine about the record of historical capital
ism in this arena. The world of the twentieth century can lay
claim to have exhibited some unusual talents of refinement in

these ancient arts. Nor do I speak of the mounting and truly
incredible social waste that has been the result of the com

petitive race for the endless accumulation of capital, a level of
w¥te that may begin to border on the irreparable.
vI rather wish to rest my case on material considerations, not
those of the social future but those of the actual historical

period of the capitalist world-economy. The argument is sim
ple if audacious. 1wish to defend the one Marxist proposition
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which even orthodox Marxists tend to bury in shame, the
thesis of the absolute (not relative) immiseration of the pro
letariat.

I hear the friendly whispers. Surely you can't be serious;
surely you mean relative immiseration? Is not the industrial
worker strikingly better off today than in 1800? The in
dustrial worker, yes, or at least many industrial workers. But
industrial workers still comprise a relatively small part of the
world's population. The overwhelming proportion of the'>
world's work-forces, who live in rural zones or move between
them and urban slums, are worse off than their ancestors five
hundred years ago. They eat less well, and certainly have a less
balanced diet. Although they are more likely to survive the
first year of life (because of the effect of social hygiene undet
taken to protect the privileged), I doubt that the life prospects
of the majority of the world's population as of age one are
greater than previously; I suspect the opposite is true. They
unquestionably work harder-more hours per day, per year,
per lifetime. And since they do this for less total reward, the
rate of exploitation has escalated very sharply.

Are they politically and socially more oppressed or more ex
ploited economically? This is harder to analyze. As Jack
Goody once said, social science possesses no euphorimeters.
The small communities within which most people led their
lives in prior historical systems involved a form of social con
trol which certainly constrained human choice and social
variability. It no doubt appeared to many as a phenomenon of
active oppression. The others, who were more satisfied, paid
for their content with a narrow vision of human possibility.

The construction of historical capitalism has involved, as we
all know, the steady diminution, even the total elimination, of
the role of these small community structures. But what has
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taken their place? In many areas, and for long periods, the
prior role of the community structures has been assumed by
'plantations', that is, by the oppressive control of large-scale
politico-economic structures controlled by 'entrepreneurs'.
The 'plantations' of the capitalist world-economy-whether
based on slavery, imprisonment, share-cropping (forced or
contractual), or wage-labour-can scarcely be said to have
provided more leeway for 'individuality'. The 'plantations'
can be considered an exceptionally effective mode of extracting
surplus-value.·No doubt they existed before in human history,
but never before were they used as extensively for agricultural
production-as distinct from mining and the construction of
large-scale infrastructure, both of which, however, have tend
ed to involve many fewer people in global terms.

Even where one form or another of direct authoritarian con

trol of agricultural activity (what we havejust labelled 'planta
tions ') was not substituted for the prior laxer community
structures of control, the disintegration of the community
structures in rural zones was not experienced as a 'liberation' ,
since it was inevitably accompanied, indeed frequently directly
caused, by a constantly growing control by the emergent state
structures which increasingly have been unwilling to leave the
direct producer to his autonomous, local decision-making pro.,
cesses. The thrust has all been in the direction of forcing an in-

J crease in labour-input and in the specialization of this labour
activity (which, from the point of view of the worker,

, weakened his negotiating position and increased his ennui).
V r- Nor was this all. {!iistorical capitalism developed an ideo-

logical framework of oppress-ivehumiliation which had never

, previously existep, and which today we called sexism and
L_ racism. Let me be clear. Both the domina!lt position of men
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over women and generalized xenophobia were widespread,
virtually universal, in prior historical systems, as we have
already noted. But sexism was more than the dominant posi
tion of men over women, and racism more than generalized
xenophobia.
- Sexism was the relegation of women to the realm of non
productive labour, doubly humiliating in that the actual
labour required of them was if anything intensified, and in
that productive labour became in the capitalist world
economy, for the first time in human history, the basis of the
legitimation of privilege. This set up a double bind which has
been intractable within the system.

Racism was not hatred or oppression of a stranger, of some
one outside the historical system. Quite the contrary, racism I>

was the stratification of the work-force inside the historical

system, whose object was to keep the oppressed groups inside
the system, not expel them. It created the justification of low
reward for productive labour, despite its primacy in the defini
tion of the right to reward. It did this by defining work with
the lowest remuneration as remuneration for the lowest

quality work. Since this was done ex definitio, no change in the
quality of work could ever do more than change the form of
the accusation, yet the ideology proclaimed the offer of a re
ward of individual mobility for individual effort. This double
bind was equally intractable.

<i Both sexism and racism were social processes in which
I 'biology' defined position. Since biology was in any im

mediate sense unchangeable socially, we had seemingly a
structure that was socially-created but was not amenable to
social dismantling. This was of course not really so. What is
true is that the structUring of sexism and racism could not and
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cannot be dismantled without dismantling the entire historical
system which created them and which has been maintained in
critical ways by their operation.

Hence, in both material and psychic terms (sexism and
racism), there was absolute immiseration. This meant of
course that there has been a growing' gap' in the consumption
of the surplus between the upper ten to fifteen per cent of the
population in the capitalist world-economy and the rest. Our
impression that this was not so has been based on three facts.
First, the ideology of meritocracy has truly functioned to
make possible considerable individual mobility, even the
mobility of specific ethnic and/or occupational groups in the
work-force. This occurred however without transforming
fundamentally the overall statistics of the world-economy,
since individual (or subgroup) mobility was countered by an
increase in the size of the lower stratum, either by incor
porating new populations into the world-economy or by dif
ferential demographic rates of growth.

The second reason why we haven't observed the growing

\. gap is that our historical and social science analyses have con
centrated on what has been happening within the 'middle
classes'-that is, to that ten to fifteen per cent of the popula
tionof the world-economy who consumed more surplus than
they themselves produced. Within this sector there really has
been a relatively dramatic flattening of the curve between the
very top (less than one per cent of the total population) and
the truly 'middle' segments, or cadres (the rest of the ten to
fifteen per cent ). A good deal of the 'progressive' politics of
the past several hundred years of historical capitalism has
resulted in the steady diminution of the unequal distribution
of world surplus-value among that small group who have
shared in it. The shouts of triumph of this 'middle' sector
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over the reduction of their gap with the upper one per cent
have masked the realities of the growing gap between them
and the other eighty-five per cent .

Finally, there is a third reason why the phenomenon of the
growing gap has not been central to our collective discussions.
It is possible that, within the past ten to twenty years, under
the pressure of the collective strength of the world's anti
systemic movements, and the approach to the economic
asymptotes, there may have been a slowing down of absolute,
though not of relative, polarization. Even this should be
asserted with caution, and placed within the context of a five
hundred years historical development of increased absolute
polarization.

It is crucial to discuss the realities that have accompanied the
ideology of progress because, unless we do that, we cannot in
telligently approach the analysis of transitions from one
historical system to another. The theory of evolutionary pro
gress involved not merely the assumption that the later system
was better than the earlier but also the assumption that some
new dominant group replaced a prior dominant group.
Hence, not only was capitalism progress over feudalism but
this progress was essentially achieved by the triumph, the
revolutionary triumph, of the 'bourgeoisie' over the 'larided
aristocracy' (or 'feudal elements'). But if capitalism was not
progressive, what is the meaning of the concept of the bour
geois revolution? Was there a single bourgeois revolution, or
did it appear in multiple guises?

We have already argued that the image of historical capital-
ism having arisen via the overthrow of a backward aristocracy ,/
by a progressive bourgeoisie is wrong. Instead, the correct v
basic image is that historical capitalism was brought into ex. 1
istence by a landed aristocracy which transformed itself into a
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L bourgeoisie because the old system was disintegrating. Rather
than let the disintegration continue to uncertain ends, they
engaged in radical structural surgery themselves in order to
maintain and significantly expand their ability to exploit the
direct producers.

If this new image is correct however, it radically amends
our perception of the present transition from capitalism to
socialism, from a capitalist world-economy to a social world
order. Up to now, the 'proletarian revolution' has been
modelled, more or less, on the 'bourgeois revolution'. As the
bourgeoisie overthrew the aristocracy, so the proletariat
would overthrow the bourgeoisie. This analogy has been the
fundamental building-block of the strategic action of the
world socialist movement.

If there was no bourgeois revolution, does that mean there
has been or will be no proletarian revolution? Not at all, logi
cally or empirically. But it does mean we have to approach the
subject of transitions differently. We need first to distinguish
between change through disintegration and controlled
change, what Samir Amin has called the distinction between'
'decadence' and 'revolution', between the kind of 'decadence'
which he asserts occurred with the fall of Rome (and is, he
says, occurring now) and that more controlled change which

occurred when going from feudalism to capitalism.•
But this is not all. For the controlled changes (Amin's 're

volutions') need not be 'progressive', as we have just argued.
Therefore, we must distinguish between the kind of s"tructural
transformation that would leave in place (even increase) the
realities of the exploitation of labour, and one that would un
do this kind of exploitation or at least radically reduce it.
What this means is that the political issue of our times is not
whether there will be a transition from historical capitalism to
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something else. That is as certain as we can be about such
things. The political issue of our times is whether this some
thing else, the outcome of the transition, will be morally fun
damentally different from what we have now, will be pro
gress.

Progress is not inevitable. Weare struggling for it. And the
form the struggle is taking is not that of socialism versus
capitalism, but that of a transition to a relatively classlessl
society versus a transition to some new class-based mode of
production (different from historical capitalism but not
necessarily better).
• The choice for the world bourgeoisie is not between main
taining historical capitalism and suicide. It is between on the
one hand a 'conservative' stance, which would result in the
continued disintegration of the system and its resultant trans
formation into an uncertain but probably more egalitarian
world order; and, on the other hand, a bold attempt to seize
control of the process of transition, in which the bourgeoisie
itself would assume 'socialist' clothing, and seek to create
thereby an alternative historical system which would leave in
tact the process of exploitation of the world's work-force, to
the benefit of a minority.

It is in the light of these real political alternatives open to
the world bourgeoisie that we should assess the history of
both the world socialist movement and those states where

socialist parties have come to power in one form or another.
The first and most important thing to remember in any

~ch assessment is that the world socialist movement, indeed
all forms of anti-systemic movements, as well as all revolu
tionary and/or socialist states, have themselves been integral
products of historical capitalism. They were not structures ex
ternal to the historical system but the excretion of processes
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internal to. it. Hence they have reflected all the co.ntradictio.ns
and co.nstraints o.f the system. They co.uld no.t and canno.t do.
o.therwise.

Their faults, their limitatio.ns, their negative effects are part
o.f the balance-sheet o.f histo.rical capitalism, no.t o.f a hypo.
thetical histo.rical system, o.fa socialist wo.rld-o.rder, that does
no.t yet exist. The intensity o.f the explo.itatio.n o.f labo.ur in
revo.lutio.nary and/o.r socialist states, the denial o.f po.litical
freedo.ms, the persistence o.f sexism and racism all have to. do.
far mo.re with the fact that these states co.ntinue to. be lo.cated

in peripheral and semi-peripheral zo.neso.fthe capitalist wo.rld
eco.no.mythan with the pro.perties peculiar to. a new social
system. The few crumbs that have existed in histo.ricalcapital
ism fo.r the wo.rking classes have always been co.ncentrated in
co.re areas. This is still dispro.po.rtio.natelytrue. •

The assessment o.f bo.th the anti-systemic mo.vements and
the regimes which they have had a hand in creating canno.t
therefo.re be evaluated in terms o.f the 'go.o.d societies' they
have o.r have no.t created. They can o.nlybe sensibly evaluated
by asking ho.w much they have co.ntributed to. the wo.rld-wide .
struggle to. ensure that the transitio.n fro.m capitalism is to.
wards an egalitarian socialist wo.rld-o.rder. Here the acco.unt
ing is necessarily mo.re ambiguo.us, because o.fthe wo.rkings o.f
the co.ntradicto.ryprocesses themselves. All po.sitivethrusts in
vo.lvenegative as well as po.sitiveco.nsequences. Each weaken
ing o.fthe system in o.neway strengthens it in o.thers. But no.t
necessarily to. equal degrees! The who.le questio.n is there. 9-

There is no.do.ubt that the greatest co.ntributio.n o.fthe anti
systemic mo.vements has occurred in their mo.bilizing phases.
Organizing rebellio.n, transfo.rming co.nscio.usness,they have
been liberating fo.rces; and the co.ntributio.ns o.f individual
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mo.vements here have beco.me greater o.ver time, thro.ugh a
feedback mechanism o.fhisto.ricallearning.

Once such mo.vements have assumed po.liticalpo.wer in state
structures, they have do.ne less well, because the pressures o.n
them to. mute their anti-systemic thrusts, fro.m bo.th witho.ut
and within the mo.vements, have increased geo.metrically.
Nevertheless, this has no.t meant a to.tally negative balance
sheet fo.rsuch 'refo.rmism' and 'revisio.nism'. The mo.vements

in po.wer have been to. so.me extent the po.litical priso.ners o.f
their ideo.lo.gyand hence subject to. o.rganized pressure fro.m
the direct pro.ducers within the revo.lutio.nary state and fro.m
the anti-systemic mo.vements o.utside it.

The real danger o.ccurs precisely no.w, as histo.rical capital-~
ism appro.aches its mo.st co.mplete unfo.lding-th~J\l!~.h.~~_~x
teIlsio.n o.f the comm()cl.ificatiQ_~-e.very:thing, the gro.wing
strength o.fthe wo.rld family o.fanti-systemic movements, the
co.ntinued ratio.nalizing o.fhuman tho.ught. It is this co.mplete
unfo.lding that will hasten the co.llapseo.fthe histo.ricalsystem,
which has thrived because its lo.gichas hitherto. been o.nlypar
tially realized. And precisely while and because it is co.llapsing,
the bandwago.n o.fthe fo.rceso.ftransitio.n will seem ever mo.re
attractive, and therefore the o.utco.mewill be ever less certain.
The struggle fo.rliberty, equality, and fraternity is pro.tracted,
co.mrades, and the lo.cus o.f the struggle will be ever mo.re in
side the wo.rldwide family o.fanti-systemic fo.rcesthemselves.

Co.mmunism is Uto.pia, that is no.where. It is the avatar o.f
all o.ur religio.us eschato.lo.gies:the co.ming o.fthe Messiah, the
seco.nd co.ming o.f Christ, nirvana. It is no.t a histo.rical pro.
spect, but a current mytho.lo.gy. So.cialism, by co.ntrast, is a"
realizable histo.ricalsystem which may o.neday be instituted in
the wo.rld. There is no. interest in a 'socialism' that claims to.-•
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be a 'temporary' moment of transition towards Utopia. There
is interest only in a concretely historical socialism, one that
meets the minimum defining characteristics of a historical
system that maximizes equality and equity, one that increases
humanity's control over its own life (democracy), and
liberates the imagination.
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